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SUMMARY 
 

The successful retrofitting of steel structures by using CFRP significantly depends on 

the performance and integrity of the CFRP-steel joints, and the effectiveness of the 

adhesive used. However, the adhesives are usually much weaker than the adherents 

they join. To improve bonding performance, one possibility is to consider toughened 

adhesives. It is a common practice to enhance the epoxy by adding nanoparticles to it. 

This thesis reports a detailed investigation of infusing different types and amounts of 

nano-particles onto different adhesives used in CFRP-steel joint.  

 

It is a common practice to use nanoparticles to strengthen polymers in general and 

adhesives in particular. Literature review shows that sonication is widely used 

technique to infuse nanoparticles onto composites. 

 

A series of coupons tests was carried out to study the effect of adding different types 

and percentages of multi wall carbon nan-tubes (MWCNT) and SiC nano-powder on 

the properties of Araldite-420 and Sikadur-30 adhesives.  

 

Scanning electron microscope was used to evaluate the dispersion of the nanoparticles 

inside the epoxy.  Sonication alone increased the homogeneity of the epoxies and 

enhanced Sikadur-30 properties with no effect on Araldite-420. 

MWCNT increased the strength and elastic modulus for Araldite-420 in different 

percentages depending on nanoparticles amounts. SiC nanoparticles had no or minor 

effect on strength and elastic modulus for Araldite-420. Adding nanoparticles to 

Sikadur-30 had no, or even negative effect, on strength and elastic modulus. The 

transition glass temperature doesn’t affected by adding nanoparticles. Also, test to 

find the properties of steel and CFRP plates were carried out 

 

Same results were repeated when enhanced epoxies used to attach CFRP plates on 

steel with single lap joint. 2% MWCNT was the optimum percentage for Araldite-420 

joint strength. As the nanoparticles percentages reach the optimum values, the failure 

mode changed from epoxy failure to a delamination failure.  
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Photogramatry technique were used to calculate strains on the top of CFRP bond 

length and compared with classical strain gages. Due to its simplicity and efficiency, 

photogramatry was adopted to collect the strain along bonding length. 

 

The delamination failure type of the CFRP-steel joint, which include full separation of 

particle complicated. A mesh-less simulation method called material point method, 

easily simulates the exact shape of failure with reasonably good prediction of 

experimental results. 

 

The simulation method was verified with the results from experimental tests carried 

out in this research as well as tests available in the literature. The model predicts the 

ultimate load, displacements and strain distribution reasonably well. Also, using this 

method provide the ability to study the effect of loading rate on CFRP-steel joints.  

 

Finally, a bond slip model and bond stress values for different percentages and types 

of nanoparticles were conducted for better understanding of bonding mechanism. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Background 

As the number of defective structures and structures requiring rehabilitation has 

increased around the world, new strategies and practices are necessary to deal with the 

demand for remediation . 

Steel bridges were among the structures most recommended for improvement based 

on the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) report (Klaiber et al, 1987). Design errors, 

sub-standard materials, poor workmanship and lack of proper maintenance are the 

main factors that contribute to the weakening of structures, potentially leading to 

serious damage and in the worst case, to collapse. Without appropriate remediation, 

such bridges may have inadequate capacity to carry legal traffic loads and be load-

restricted or even require replacement (Giancaspro et al, 2009). In Australia, more 

than 50 % of bridges are now more than 60 years old, and most of these bridges are 

estimated to be inadequate, particularly those already damaged (Al-Mahaidi, 2002).    

Replacement of part of the structure is often not economically feasible. Indeed, 

conventional methods of reinforcement and repair are costly, time-consuming, not 

aesthetic and may not provide effective results. Whilst the addition of an external 

strengthening member to these structures is a common practice, this technique has 

many disadvantages when using heavy and bulky materials. Due to their low weight-

to-strength ratio, easy handling requirements, and their compatibility with different 
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materials, carbon fibre-reinforced polymers (CFRPs) have become more widely-used 

than heavy and bulky steel plates in retrofitting old or damaged steel structures. 

Multi-functionality has been a focus of rehabilitation technology in recent decades, 

and design parameters such as mass reduction with increased system efficiency 

demand multifunctional approaches.  

However, with our continuing quest for lighter and stronger composites, the demand 

for new types of materials is increasing. No longer can traditional fibrous composites 

fulfil our stringent requirements, nor can they be engineered at the continuum level, 

which controls properties at the molecular or atomic level. 

Therefore, this thesis argues that “multi-scale” rehabilitation approaches should be 

developed to make use of developments in nano-phase enhancing technology. 

 

1.2 Nano-material CFRP composites 

Since the discovery of the strongest ever material known by mankind in 1991, the  

applications of carbon nano-tubes have been extended and stronger, tougher and 

lighter composites have been developed. Nano-crystalline materials are exceptionally 

strong, hard, and ductile at high temperatures, wear-resistant, corrosion-resistant, and 

chemically very active.  

Unfortunately, to date these superior properties of nano-particles could not be used 

directly in a separate material. The only practical way to transfer their very valuable 

properties to other materials has been to add them as fillers to enhance the properties 

of composites. 

These composites are now being considered for a wide range of applications including 

packaging and coating in the electronics, automotive and aerospace industries. While 
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nano-particles have attractive attributes, their usage in structural composites which are 

relatively large in dimension is almost non-existent (Chisholm et al, 2005). 

The evolution of construction materials has required civil engineers to combine such 

materials into their construction or rehabilitation, projects. The main application in 

civil engineering for nano-particles is to add them as fillers in structural adhesives. 

The emerging use of nano-fillers in conventional CFRPs introduces the possibility of 

improving the already high mechanical efficiency in CFRPs rehabilitation techniques. 

However, the transfer of the properties of nano-particles to CFRP rehabilitation 

systems is limited by the amount of nano-particles inside the composite. The 

extensive surface area of nano-particles plays a major role in transferring their great 

properties to the surrounding composite. However, the high surface area encourages 

these nano-particles to agglomerate, thus preventing them from spreading in high 

percentages inside composites. Therefore, it is essential to spread these particles 

inside composites without creating agglomeration to make full use of  their superior 

properties. 

Most past simulations of CFRP system behaviour (Fawzia et al., 2006; Wu 

et.al., 1998; Rahimi and Hutchinson, 2001) have been conducted using the Finite 

Element Method (FEM) to model the failure stages. However, the FEM is a mesh-

based method and may have difficulties in modelling the transition from continuous to 

discontinuous failure mode involved in the process of CFRP delamination from the 

steel plate. Therefore, the Material Point Method (MPM), which is a mesh-less 

method that does not employ fixed mesh connectivity, is adopted in the present study 

to model the discontinuous failure of the CFRP-steel bond.  
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1.3 The aim the research 

For the last 10 years, many attempts have been made to combine nano-particles and 

CFRP (Hsiao et al ,2003 ; Qiu et.al 2007). None have used these systems in actual 

structures. 

The major component of the present study is therefore to study the effects of adding 

different nano-particles to different structural epoxies used to attach CFRP plates to 

steel plates.  

The outcome of this study will contribute the establishment of basic knowledge of 

how nano-particles affect the behaviour of CFRP-steel systems, and the ultimate joint 

capacities with different types and percentages of nano-particles. This knowledge will 

be used to establish appropriate guidelines for the use of nano-particles in CFRP-steel 

joint systems. In particular, the aims of this thesis are: 

 

1. To experimentally investigate the effect of using the ultra-sonication mixing 

method on the strength, elastic modulus and glass transition temperature of 

structural adhesives. 

2. To experimentally investigate the effect of different nano-particles at different 

percentages on the strength, elastic modulus and glass transition temperature 

of different structural adhesives.  

3. To study the effect of different nano-particles at different percentages in 

different adhesives on the bond behaviour between steel and CFRP plates, the 

strain distribution along and across the bond length, and on bond and shear 

stress slip relationships. 
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4. To develop numerical models using MPM for single lap joints to increase the 

knowledge of CFRP-steel system behaviour through different loading stages 

up to failure, and to validate the model by experimental results. 

5. To establish a model using MPM to identify the effects of loading rate and 

bond length on the ultimate strength of double-lap CFRP-steel specimens. 

6. To propose a suitable bond-slip model for different enhanced epoxy specimens 

based on the experimental studies. 

 

1.4 Structure of the thesis  

This thesis comprises seven chapters. The content of these chapters is outlined in this 

section. 

 

Chapter 2 is an overview of CFRP composites and the nano-particles usually used to 

enhance these composites. The importance of the strengthening of steel structures and 

key issues affecting this process are outlined.  The types of nano-particles, their 

properties, the synthesis process, the various different mixing methods used to infuse 

them in composites and their challenges are briefly discussed in this chapter. The 

effects of adding nano-particles to composites, specially CFRP systems, are also 

reviewed. This chapter also focusses on modelling the failure of CFRP-steel systems 

and explains how a mesh-free simulation method like MPM has many advantages 

over the traditional finite element method.   

 

Chapter 3 presents an investigation of the material properties of different adhesives 

enhanced by different types and percentages of nano-particles. The effects of different 
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preparation methods are reported in this chapter. The results of tests under tension of 

steel and CFRP plate coupons are also provided. 

 

Chapter 4 presents an experimental investigation of the bond behaviour of CFRP 

plates attached to steel plates using various types and percentages of nano-particles in 

single lap joints. The test specimen configurations, instrumentation, test set-up and 

test results are described. The results include the failure modes, load carrying capacity 

and strain distribution along bonding length using photogrammatry techniques. 

 

Chapter 5 evaluates MPM by means of its governing equations and a series of double- 

lap CFRP-steel samples tested by previous researchers. A parametric study of the 

effect of different bonding lengths and loading rates for double lap CFRP-steel 

samples is reported in this chapter. 

 

Chapter 6 is concerned with the simulation of nano-particle-enhanced samples using 

MPM. The MPM results are validated with the experimental results obtained in 

Chapter Four. Results of shear strength tests along the bonding length and bond-slip 

models for different types and percentages of nano-particles are presented in this 

chapter. 

 

Finally, Chapter 7 presents the conclusions drawn from the findings of this research, 

including the experimental investigations and numerical analyses. It also discusses 

research recommended for further investigation. 
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Chapter Two 

Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

Their high strength-to-weight ratio, excellent corrosion resistance, relatively low 

preparation and application costs and superior fatigue life time make carbon fibre-

reinforced polymers (CFRPs) an excellent choice for the retrofitting and rehabilitation of 

defective steel structures.  

CFRP patches work perfectly to a certain loading limit. To increase this limit, the 

strengthening of the joining adhesives is a practical option. The addition of fillers such as 

nano-particles is a very common technique to enhance epoxy properties(Chisholm et al., 

2005;Zhu et al., 2004) 

Most past simulations of CFRP system behaviour (Fawzia et al., 2006; Wu et.al., 1998; 

Rahimi and Hutchinson, 2001)  have used the Finite Element Method (FEM) to model 

the failure stages. The FEM is a mesh-based method and may have difficulties in 

modelling the transition from continuous to discontinuous failure mode involved in the 

process of CFRP delamination from the steel plate. Therefore, the Material Point Method 

(MPM), which is a mesh-less methods that does not employ fixed mesh connectivity, is 

adopted in the present study to model the discontinuous failure of CFRP-steel bonds.  

The literature review is presented in three main sections. The first section provides an 

overview of CFRP-steel retrofitting systems and demonstrates the importance of the 
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strengthening of steel structures, provides details of strengthening materials and different 

tests procedures, and explains the advantages of using epoxy attached joints. The second 

section reviews the nano-particles used to enhanced epoxies, their types, properties, 

synthesis techniques, and methods of blending them into the epoxy, the effects of these 

additives on epoxies and on CFRP composites. Finally, a review of a mesh-free 

simulation method used to model CFRP-steel systems is discussed, including a historical 

timeline, its most common usages and the advantages of this method over mesh-based 

methods.  

 

2.2 CFRP in Construction 

2.2.1 Background 

As the first decade of the 2nd millennium finished, the number of highly deficient 

structures was rapidly increasing. These structures varied from infrastructure, bridges, 

and other types of structures including, in some cases, significant historical buildings. 

Structures, specially bridges, suffer from increased traffic volumes and loads, diminished 

capacity through environmental degradation and age, more stringent design code 

regulations. The need for major retrofitting in some parts of the world has necessitated 

the repair and rehabilitation of existing infrastructure (Al-Mahaidi and Hii,2007). 

As it is time-consuming and expensive to replace these structures, it is essential to 

develop low-cost and convenient solutions to lengthen the useful life of these structures 

by strengthening and rehabilitation. However, the requirement to ensure the safety of 

civil infrastructure necessitates the assurance of integrity and service-life durability of 
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any rehabilitation procedure. In the case of bonded repair of metallic systems, there is 

thus a need for the continuous in-service assessment of bond performance and integrity 

under various harsh environmental and load conditions (Matta et al., 2006). 

Many strengthening solutions have been successfully implemented to upgrade steel 

members to increase their working life by increasing their capacity or reducing stress 

levels in areas of stress concentration within those members. 

 

2.2.2 Advantages and disadvantages of CFRP strengthening 

The addition of members, external supports, increasing member cross-sections, post-

tensioning or attachment of external laminates, are among the most common methods to 

rehabilitate defective members. 

Although all these methods perform well technically, they are costly, time-consuming 

and have some drawbacks in terms of optimisation of structural behaviour. Other prime 

disadvantages include the following:  

• The heavy weight of additional members requires the use of extensive and complex 

scaffolding and adds extra dead load that may necessitate additional calculations. 

• Steel patches are very weak against corrosion and fatigue failure. 

• Installation requires the use of heavy equipment and machinery, and the 

implementation of time-consuming and labour-intensive procedures. In addition, 

the installation process includes welding which may create residual stress and 

damage in the member. 
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Therefore, many different types of patches have been used to overcome these 

shortcomings. Since its first use, carbon fibre-reinforced polymer (CFRP) has become a 

preferred method to strengthen structures. 

 

2.2.3 Behaviour of CFRPs with different element materials 

CFRPs are widely used for the strengthening of concrete structures and extensive 

research has already been conducted (see, for example Teng and Lam,2004; Rizkalla et 

al., 2003; Al-Mahaidi and Hii,2007; and  Pham and Al-Mahaidi,2004).  These studies 

build on general theories of how CFRPs perform when used in the strengthening of 

concrete elements. 

When CFRP is used to strengthen steel elements, many concerns should be taken into 

consideration if the developed CFRP-concrete theories are to be used:   

• The elongation of CFRP is less than 10% of that of steel but in the same order as 

that of concrete. 

• The tensile strength of adhesive is much less than that of steel, whereas that of 

adhesive is much larger than that of concrete. Therefore, CFRP-concrete debonding 

failure is caused by concrete fracture, whereas debonding in CFRP-steel tends to be 

at the interface between the CFRP and steel plate. 

• Welding is often used to join steel members but this method is not applicable to 

concrete. 

The blind application of existing theories from CFRP-concrete systems to CFRP-steel 

systems may result in unsafe structures. 
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The steps to prepare steel surfaces prior to the application of CFRP composites are 

similar to those used to prepare concrete surfaces in terms of surface abrasion and surface 

cleaning. Surface preparation of the steel must be undertaken to ensure complete 

chemical bonding between the steel and the adhesive. This typically involves the removal 

of surface paint, mill scale, rust and surface cleaning. The most effective way of 

achieving a chemically-active surface is by chemical and mechanical cleaning. Chemical 

cleaning includes cleaning the surface with acetone and chemicals that can dissolve the 

rust without harsh effects on the steel surface. However, environmental constraints may 

limit the use of such solvents. 

Mechanical cleaning includes removing the inactive oxide and hydroxide layers on the 

surface of the steel by cutting and deformation of the base material. Sand blasting should 

be carried out until a ‘‘white metal’’ surface with a rough texture is achieved. To 

minimize oxidization and re-contamination of the cleaned surface, application of the 

CFRP should take place as soon as possible after the surface preparation. 

 

2.2.4 Adhesive: thickness and nature 

As CFRP composites are non-metallic materials, this restricts the attachment methods to 

metallic (and non-metallic surfaces) to mechanical attaching (net or rivets) or adhesives. 

Adhesive joints have the advantages of low cost, flexibility to create complex joints, 

distribution of the stress over the attached area, and avoidance of thermal distortion 

related to the welding process. 

To achieve the required properties of the epoxy, the application procedures should be 

strictly followed. Researchers report premature failure in CFRP-steel systems 
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(Tavakkolizadeh and Saadatmanesh,2003), or even the same performance as bare steel 

samples due to improper mixing ratio (Jones and Civajan,2003). 

The disadvantages of adhesive joints include the difficulty of investigating them, the 

effects of thermal cycling and high humidity and temperature on strength, and the special 

surface treatment necessary. Therefore, shear strength and bond durability are major 

concerns in choosing the adhesive process. 

The adhesive transfers the stress from the structural element to the CFRP. Therefore, to 

prevent stress concentration inside the adhesive, the thickness should be between 0.5 and 

2mm. The appropriate adhesive thickness can be achieved using specially-shaped trowels 

to spread the adhesive onto the surfaces. Bond line spacer beads can also be mixed with 

the adhesive or attached to the metal surface to achieve the desired bond line thickness 

(Photiou et al., 2006) 

 

2.2.5 Properties and Types of CFRP 

CFRP composites are commonly used in two forms: CFRP plates and CFRP sheets. The 

mechanical properties of CFRPs commercially available for civil engineering 

applications compared with other fibre materials are shown in Table 1. To confirm these 

properties, the ASTM:D 3039 procedures have been conducted by various 

researchers(Moy, 2001;Fawzia et al.,2005). 
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Table 2.1 Material properties of different fibre materials 

 

Carbon fibre 

Aramid 
fibre E-glass fibreHigh-

strength 
(HS) 

High- 
modulus 

(HM) 

Ultra-high 
modulus 
(UHM) 

Modulus of Elasticity 
(GPa) 230-240 295-390 440-640 125-130 70-85 

Tensile strength (MPa) 4300-4900 2740-5940 2600-4020 3200-3600 2460-2580 

Strain to failure (%) 1.9-2.1 0.7-1.9 0.4-0.8 2.4 3.5 

Density (kg/m3) 1800 1730-1810 1910-2120 1390-1470 2600 

Coefficient of thermal 
expansion (parallel to 

fibre), ( x 10-6/°C) 
-0.38 -0.83 -1.1 2.1 4.9 

 

2.2.6 CFRP joint validation and types 

Before a bonding system can be used with confidence, it is necessary to undertake an 

experimental validation of the effectiveness of the joining technique to be used in 

practice. These experimental joints check the bonding strength between CFRP and the 

steel, and determine the best epoxy thickness, bonding length, and the failure type that 

the joint will suffer. 

On-site tests should be simple and can conduct the data directly. Therefore, three types of 

testing system have been adopted: 

 

• Loading is directly applied to steel element. 

• Loading is directly applied to CFRP. 

• Pull-off adhesive testing. 
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Figure 2.4 Single lap joint (Xia and Teng,2005) 

 

Figure 2.5 shows another type of test adopted to test CFRP bond strength by use of a disc 

pull-off test. Torsion is applied to a disc attached on a CFRP surface attached to a steel 

surface. This method can be considered as a prediction of the condition of the CFRP-steel 

joint through the greatest perpendicular force that a surface area can withstand in tension 

before a plug of material is detached, or whether the surface remains intact at a prescribed 

force. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Disc pull-off and torsional test 

Of the above test types, the double lap joint test is the most convenient type for a study 

focussed on joint behaviour. 

Core Cut Top attachment Disc 

Fixing Frame 

Torsion 

 

Tension 

Adhesive 

CFRP 

Steel plate 
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2.2.7 Failure types of CFRP-steel joints 

Depending on adhesive thickness, CFRP elastic modulus and strength, bond length, and 

the surrounding environment, many failure schemes have been reported for CFRP-steel 

joints: 

• Steel and adhesive interface failure. 

• Adhesive layer failure. 

• CFRP plate and adhesive interface failure.  

• CFRP plate delamination.  

• CFRP plate rupture. 

• Steel yielding. 

Thickness and type of adhesive will control failure mode (Xia and Teng,2005). Figure 7 

summarises these failure types. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6 Failure types of CFRP-steel joints 

CFRP 

Steel 

Epoxy 

Steel  and adhesive  debonding 
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Failure will occur in the adhesive if a thin adhesive layer used, and delamination 

if a thicker layer is used. Also, if the CFRP layer has a high elastic modulus, the CFRP 

tends to rupture instead of a combination of adhesive and rupture failure if a normal 

elastic modulus CFRP is used (Jiao and Zhao,2004).  

 
2.3 Carbon nano-tubes (CNT) 
 
2.3.1 Background and history  

In the mid 1980s, Smalley and co-workers at Rice University developed the chemistry of 

fullerenes and were awarded the Nobel Prize for their discovery. Fullerenes are geometric 

cage-like structures of carbon atoms that are composed of hexagonal and pentagonal 

faces. The first closed, convex structure formed was the C60 molecule. Named after the 

architect known for designing geodesic domes, R. Buckminster Fuller, Buckminster 

fullerene is a closed cage of 60 carbon atoms where each side of a pentagon is the 

adjacent side of a hexagon similar to a soccer ball and the C60 molecule is often referred 

to as a Bucky ball(Mraz,2005). 

A few years later, their valuable work led Iijima(1991) to the first observation of 

multiwalled carbon nano-tubes (MWCNT), and the synthesis of single-walled carbon 

nano-tubes (SWCNT) by (Iijima and Ichlhashi,1993 and Bethune et al,1993) working 

independently.  

The discovery of carbon nano-tubes(CNT) in the last decade of the past century does not 

mean that that did not exist and be used previously. A 2006 study published in National 

Geographic (Inman,2006)determined that some carbon nano-tubes are present in 
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Damascus steel, possibly helping to account for the legendary strength of the ancient 

swords made of it. 

CNT are long, slender fullerenes where the walls of the tubes are hexagonal carbon 

graphite structures, often capped at each end. These cage-like forms of carbon have been 

shown to exhibit exceptional material properties that are a consequence of their 

symmetric structure. 

Due to the valuable mechanical properties of the CNT, a variety of structures has 

been proposed, ranging from everyday items like clothes and sports gear to combat 

jackets and smart weapons.  

 

2.3.2 The nature of CNTs 

CNTs are often visualized as looking like rolls of graphite chicken wire, but actually, 

CNTs are part of the fullerene family; they are essentially Buckyballs expanded from the 

centre into cylinders. 

Unlike diamonds, where a 3-D diamond cubic crystal structure is formed with each 

carbon atom having the four nearest neighbours arranged in a tetrahedron, graphite is 

formed as a 2-D sheet of carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal array. The properties of 

nano-tubes depend on their atomic arrangement (how the sheets of graphite are ‘rolled’), 

the diameter and length of the tubes, and their morphology, or nano-structure.  

Heptagons allow for concave areas within the nano-tube. Thus, the heptagonal defects in 

nano-tubes can result in many possible equilibrium shapes. Indeed, most nano-tubes are 
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not straight cylinders with hemispherical caps. Figure 2.7 shows different types of carbon 

forms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7 different types of carbon forms(Lau and Hue, 2002) 

 

CNTs exist as either single-walled or multi-walled structures: 

Single-Walled Carbon Nano-tube (SWCNT) is a one-atom thick sheet of graphite rolled 

up into a seamless cylinder with a diameter in the order of a nanometre. This results in a 

nano-structure in which the length-to-diameter ratio exceeds 1,000,000.  

Graphit
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Multi-Walled Nano-tubes (MWCNT) consist of multiple layers of graphite rolled in on 

themselves to form a tube shape. These concentric nano-tubes are held together by 

secondary, van der Waals bonding. MWCNT are several microns in length and 5–50 nm 

in diameter depending on the number of layers.  

Due to their structural perfection and strong carbon-carbon bonds, CNTs are expected to 

have excellent mechanical properties. 

 

2.3.3 CNT properties 

Since their first observation nearly two decades ago by Iijima, (1991), CNTs have been 

the focus of considerable research. Many researchers have reported mechanical properties 

of CNTs that exceed any previously known materials. Indeed, if the reported mechanical 

properties are accurate, CNTs may result in an entire new class of advanced materials.  

Significant challenges exist in both the micro-mechanical characterization of nano-tubes 

and the modelling of the elastic and fracture behaviour at the nano-scale.  

Any characterization process of nano-tubes or their composites faces many challenges. 

These challenges include  

• complete lack of micro-mechanical characterization techniques for direct property 

measurement,  

• uncertainty of data obtained from indirect measurements,  

• remarkable limitations on specimen size, and  
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• inadequacy in test specimen preparation techniques and lack of control in nano-

tube alignment and distribution.  

 

Although there are varying reports in the literature on the exact properties of CNTs, 

theoretical and experimental results show extremely high elastic modulus, greater than 4 

TPa (the elastic modulus of diamond is 1.2 TPa) and reported strengths 10–100 times 

higher than the strongest steel at a fraction of the weight( García et al .,2007). Since 

CNTs have a low density for a solid of 1.3-1.4 g/cm³(Collins and Avouris 2000)  , theirs 

specific strength of up to 48,000 kN·m/kg is the best of known materials, compared to 

high-carbon steel’s 154 kN·m/kg.  

In addition to the exceptional mechanical properties associated with CNTs, they also 

possess superior thermal and electric properties, being thermally stable up to 2800 °C in 

vacuum, having thermal conductivity about twice as high as diamond, and electric-

current-carrying capacity 1000 times higher than copper wires (Collins and Avouris, 

2000). 

Experimental methods for the measurement of the mechanics of individual CNTs include  

• measuring the lateral bending of suspended MWCNTs (Salvetat et al,1999) or of 

SWCNT ropes (Walters et al,1999) with atomic force microscopy (AFM).  

• measuring axial compression with tapping-mode AFM, and examining the pattern 

of mechanically deformed MWCNTs in polymer composites with a transmission 

electron microscope (TEM) (Lourie et al,1998).  
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• observing the thermally-induced or electric field-induced vibration of 

“cantilevered” nano-tubes inside a TEM. (Treacy et al.,1996; Poncharal et 

al.,1999)  

Axial elastic modulus values ranging from 200 to 4000 GPa, combined with average 

bending strength of 14 GPa and axial compressive strengths of 100 GPa for MWCNTs, 

with strain at failure of 0.05 for SWCNT ropes were obtained from the above-mentioned 

studies. 

Wong et al., (1997) were the first to perform direct measurement of the stiffness and 

strength of individual, structurally-isolated MWCNT using AFM. The nano-tube was 

pinned at one end to molybdenum disulfide surfaces and load was applied to the tube by 

means of the AFM tip. The bending force was measured through the displacement along 

the unpinned length, and a value of 1.26 TPa was obtained for the elastic modulus. The 

average bending strength measured was 14.2-8 GPa.  

Yu et al, (2000a) applied the force to the MWCNT by a manipulation tool that can also 

be used as a mechanical loading device. The AFM probes used in testing CNTs provide a 

sharp end for picking up and mounting each nano-tube and they act as force sensors by 

imaging of the cantilever deflection. The individual CNTs were picked up and then 

attached at each end of a section length onto the opposing tips of AFM cantilever probes. 

Each nano-tube section was then stress-loaded and observed in situ in the TEM. By 

recording the whole tensile loading experiment, both the deflection of the soft cantilever 

and the length change of the nano-tube were simultaneously obtained. Figure 2.8 shows 

the loading mechanism and stages of MWCNT.  The experimentally-calculated tensile 
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It is suggested that, unlike the strongly anisotropic thermal expansion in conventional 

carbon fibres and graphite, the thermal expansion of CNT is essentially isotropic. 

However, the thermal conductivity of nano-tubes is believed to be highly anisotropic, and 

its magnitude along the axial direction is perhaps higher than that of any other material. 

Dramatic recent advances have fuelled speculation that nano-tubes will be useful for 

downsizing circuit dimensions. For example, current-induced electro-migration cause’s 

conventional metal wire interconnects to fail when the wire diameter becomes too small. 

The covalently bonded structure of CNT militates against similar breakdown of nano-

tube wires, and because of ballistic transport, the intrinsic resistance of the nano-tube 

should essentially vanish. (Liang et al.,2001 and Yao et al ,2000) 

Experimental results show that metallic SWCNTs can carry up to 109 A/cm2, whereas the 

maximum current densities for normal metals are 105 A/cm2 (Liang et al., 2001;Yao et 

al., 2000). Unfortunately, the ballistic current-carrying capability is less useful for 

presently- envisioned applications because of necessarily large contact resistances. 

Contacting all layers in a MWCNT could reduce this contact resistance, but it cannot be 

totally eliminated(Baughman et al., 2002). 

 

2.3.4 CNT manufacturing methods 

Today, there are around 44 producers worldwide of CNT products ranging from SWCNT 

to nano-fibres. All the types of CNTs are produced mainly by three techniques: arc-

discharge (Iijima,1991), laser-ablation (Rinzler et al., 1998), and catalytic growth from 
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The build-up consists of an outside shell of fused material and a softer fibrous core 

containing nano-tubes and other carbon particles. The exact process variables depend on 

the size of the graphite rods. As the anode is consumed, a constant gap between the anode 

and cathode is maintained by adjusting the position of the anode.  

To achieve SWCNT, the electrodes are doped with a small amount of metallic catalyst 

particles (Ijima et al., 1993;Bethune et al., 1993;Shi et al., 2000; Saito and Nishikubo 

1996 among others). 

 

2.3.4.2 Laser-ablation 

Laser ablation was first used for the initial synthesis of fullerenes. The first attempt to 

produce MWCNT by laser was by Gue et al., (1995a), who were producing various metal 

molecules by blasting metals using lasers. They changed the metal to graphite and the 

results were MWCNT. Later that year the same team added different metal particles to 

the graphite catalyst (the best yield was from a cobalt and nickel mixture) to synthesize 

SWCNT(Gue et al., 1995b) Over the years, the technique has been improved to allow the 

production of SWCNT (Rinzler et al.,1998; Zhang and  Iijima,1999).  

To produce CNT by this technique, a graphite target doped with cobalt and nickel 

catalyst (Rinzler et al., 1998) is vaporized by a pulsed laser in a high-temperature reactor, 

while an inert argon gas is bled into the chamber. The nano-tubes develop on the cooler 

surfaces of the reactor as the vaporized carbon condenses. A water-cooled surface may be 

included in the system to collect the nano-tubes. The laser ablation method can produce 

more homogenous products compared with the arc-discharge method. 
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2.3.4.3 Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) 

All currently known synthesis methods for CNTs result in major concentrations of 

impurities, which are typically removed by acid treatment. These treatments may 

introduce other impurities, degrade nano-tube length and perfection, and add to costs. 

Another problem, especially for electronic devices, is that the usual synthetic routes result 

in mixtures of various semi-conducting and metallic nano-tubes.  

These limitations have motivated the development of gas-phase techniques, such as 

chemical vapour deposition (CVD), in which nano-tubes are formed by the 

decomposition of a carbon-containing gas. Of the various means for nano-tube synthesis, 

CVD shows the most promise for industrial-scale deposition. Since the carbon source is 

continually replaced by flowing gas, the option of continuous production is offered. In 

addition, CVD is capable of growing nano-tubes directly on a desired substrate, whereas 

the nano-tubes must be collected in the other growth techniques. The growth sites are 

controllable by careful deposition of the catalyst. The final purity of the as-produced 

nano-tubes can be quite high, minimizing subsequent purification steps. 

During CVD, a substrate is prepared with a layer of metal catalyst particles, most 

commonly nickel, cobalt (Inami  et al., 2007), iron, or a combination (Ishigami et al., 

2008). These particles increase the surface area for higher yield of the catalytic reaction 

of the carbon feedstock with the metal particles.  

The diameters of the nano-tubes that are to be grown are related to the size of the metal 

particles. This can be controlled by patterned (or masked) deposition of the metal, 
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annealing, or by plasma etching of a metal layer. The substrate is heated to approximately 

700°C.  

To initiate the growth of nano-tubes, two gases are bled into the reactor: a process gas 

(such as ammonia, nitrogen or hydrogen) and a carbon-containing gas (such as acetylene, 

ethylene, ethanol or methane). Nano-tubes grow at the sites of the metal catalyst; the 

carbon-containing gas is broken apart at the surface of the catalyst particle, and the 

carbon is transported to the edges of the particle, where it forms the nano-tubes. The 

catalyst particles can stay at the tips of the growing nano-tube during the growth process, 

or remain at the nano-tube base, depending on the adhesion between the catalyst particle 

and the substrate. 

Figure 2.12 shows a scheme for the CVD process. One issue in this synthesis route is the 

removal of the catalyst support via an acid treatment, which sometimes could destroy the 

original structure of the carbon nano-tubes. However, alternative catalyst supports that 

are soluble in water have proven effective for nano-tube growth.(Eftekhari et al., 2006) 

If plasma is generated by the application of a strong electric field during the growth 

process (plasma-enhanced CVD), then the nano-tube growth will follow the direction of 

the electric field (Ren et al., 1998). 

Nikolaev et al. (1999) describe the gas-phase growth of SWCNT with carbon monoxide 

as the carbon source. Catalysts for SWCNT growth form in situ by thermal 

decomposition of iron pentacarbonyl in a heated flow of carbon monoxide at pressures of 

1–10 atm and temperatures of 800–1200°C.  
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Figure 2.12 schematic for CVD process 

 

2.3.5 CNT functionalization 

The manufactured CNTs usually contain agglomerate structures that can be very difficult 

to breakdown physically. There are regions with more CNTs, and regions with fewer 

CNTs . More CNTs are observed within agglomerates. What is observed in the 

mechanical properties, when CNT works as reinforcement, reflects the average 

containing contributions from the whole sample (Gong et al., 2000). 

Van der Waals forces work as intermolecular interactions, which encourage the formation 

of agglomerates. When mixed into an epoxy resin, these large agglomerates considerably 

increase the viscosity of the compound. After functionalization, which is modifying the 

surface of the CNT by adding a chemical group, the CNT surfaces are partly polarised so 

that the resin can more easily penetrate into the agglomerates and individualise the CNTs. 

Nevertheless, the matrix cannot properly wet the individualised CNTs because of their 

non-polar surfaces. Therefore, the CNTs re-agglomerate, but with a modified structure 

(Jacobs et al., 2006). 
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Two main approaches are considered for the surface modification of CNTs: 

(1) non-covalent attachment of molecules;  

(2) covalent attachment of functional groups to the walls of the nano-tubes.  

 

2.3.5.1 Non-covalent attachment 

Non-covalent attachment is based mainly on van der Waals forces, and is controlled by 

thermodynamic criteria (O’Connell et al., 2001). Non-covalent attachment, which for 

some polymer chains is called wrapping, can alter the nature of the CNT’s surface and 

make it more compatible with the polymer matrix. 

Chemical oxidation and amine treatment are the techniques used to achieve this 

attachment. The CNTs are opened at the end and the terminal carbons are converted to 

carboxylic acids by oxidation in concentrated sulphuric and nitric acids.  

 

2.3.5.2 Covalent attachment 

This type of functionalization includes gas plasma treatment. Plasma treatment is a useful 

method because it permits the fixation of different chemical groups on the surface. 

Moreover, this kind of treatment is used to modify the surface without changing the 

characteristics of CNTs. It can be carried out by applying cold gas plasma for a short 

period of time. The plasma is also known as glow discharge plasma, which is obtained 

when the gas is exposed to an electromagnetic field of radio frequencies at low 

temperature and low pressure (Zhang et al., 2009). 
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The advantage of non-covalent attachment is that as the perfect structure of the nano-tube 

is not altered, its mechanical properties should not change. The main potential 

disadvantage of non-covalent attachment is that the forces between the wrapping 

molecule and the nano-tube may be weak, thus if used as a filler in a composite the 

efficiency of the load transfer may be low. The boiling in nitric acid damages the outer 

graphite layers and produces notches.  

The covalent attachment of functional groups to the surface of nano-tubes can improve 

the efficiency of load transfer. However, it must be noted that these functional groups 

may introduce defects on the walls of the perfect structure of the nano-tubes. These 

defects will lower the strength of the reinforcing component. Therefore, there will be a 

trade-off between the strength of the interface and the strength of the nano-tube filler. 

(Eitan et al., 2003) 

Qiu et al, (2007) functionalized MWCNTs by strong acid oxidation. MWCNTs were 

added to a mixture of concentrated nitric acid and sulphuric acid, shaken in an ultrasonic 

water bath and refluxed for 30 min. After cooling, the mixture was washed with distilled 

water on a sintered glass filter until the washings showed no acidity. 

 

2.3.6 SiC nano-particles 

Silicon carbide (SiC) is a compound of silicon and carbon.found naturally in a mineral 

phase of the extremely rare mineral moissanite. Bulk SiC is known as a ceramic material 

with high hardness, wear resistance, high temperature stability, and chemical inertness. 
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Due to its high abrasion resistance, SiC powder has been mass-produced since 1893 for 

use as an abrasive. 

Covalent ceramic materials like SiC have been recognized as potential candidates for 

structural applications because of their superior mechanical properties (strength, stiffness 

and hardness), chemical properties (oxidation and corrosion resistance) and thermal 

stability at high temperatures (Yong and Hahn, 2004). 

 

2.3.6.1 SiC fabrication methods 

The conventional method for the production of SiC is the Acheson process, in which 

carbo-thermic reduction of silicon dioxide (SiO2) by carbon is carried out at temperatures 

ranging from 2000 to 3000 °C for about one week (Krstic, 1992). SiC powders derived 

from this process have large particle size because of the high reaction temperature and 

long reaction time. Therefore, extensive milling is needed to convert the as-synthesized 

products to sinterable powders with particle sizes ranging from a few micrometers to sub-

micrometers. 

Many other methods can be used to produce SiC powders, including arc-discharge 

(Seeger et al., 2000), carbo-thermal reduction(Shen et al.,2006), and chemical vapour 

deposition (Borowiak-Palen et al., 2005), Of the possible preparation methods, self-

propagation high-temperature synthesis (SHS) is considered to be an attractive method 

due to its proven advantages: lower energy requirement, simpler and cheaper equipment, 

higher product purity, and finer and well-sintered starting powders.  
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However, the synthesis of SiC from Si and C elements by the SHS process cannot be 

realized under normal combustion conditions. The reason is that the Si/C system has a 

low adiabatic combustion temperature of 1327◦C�1427◦C. Therefore, an additional 

energy source is required for the Si/C system to realize the SHS reaction. Much research 

has been carried out on the provision of the additional energy source, such as adding 

chemical promoter(Yang et al,, 2007a) using microwave energy(Peng et al.,2001) or 

carrying out preheating treatment (Yang et al.,2007b and  Larpkiattaworn et al., 2006, 

among others) 

The major part of the fabrication process is carried out at high temperatures, 1200–

1250°C.Borowiak-Palen et al. (2005), used a shape memory synthesis method, in which 

CNTs (as templates) react with silicon (produced by the dis-proportion reaction of a SiO 

vapour). These researchers produced SiC nano-tubes based on a high-temperature (1350 

°C) and high vacuum reaction between silicon powder and 15-50 nm diameter MWCNT. 

The source of silicon was silicon powder.  

Kinemuchi et al. (1997) used a carbon-coated Si3Ni4 powder to thermally decompose 

CH4 gas. The SiC particles had less than 50nm diameter in a relatively cheap method. 

900C° was used to ease the decomposition process. 

Yang et al., (2007a) used a mechanical activation process to produce SiC powder with an 

average size of 0.5-1 μm. Silicon powders, carbon black polytetrafluoroethylene powders 

and NH4Cl powders were mechanically milled using steel balls as the milling media. The 

mixture was loosely packed in a graphite crucible which was then placed in a SHS 
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reactor. Evacuation was performed up to a vacuum. The powder mixture was then ignited 

with a tungsten coil by passing a15A electrical current through it. 

 

2.4 Nano-particle-enhanced polymers 

Over the years, many attempts have been made to modify epoxies by adding either rubber 

particles (Imanaka et al., 2003; Chikhi et al.,2002) or fillers (Xian et 

al.,2006;Vasconcelos et al.,2005) to improve the composite properties of the polymers.  

The fibre-like structure of CNTs makes them particularly attractive for reinforcement of 

composite materials. Great progress has achieved in the development of epoxy-based 

nano-composites with nano-particles as a reinforcing structural element. The keys for 

such development are the usage of different epoxy resins, types and percentages of nano-

particles, and different processing techniques and parameters.  

The dispersion of nano-particles, that restricts the mobility of polymer chains under 

loading, improves the modulus and strength at small loadings. The high aspect ratio, high 

modulus, the strength of nano-particles, and good interfacial adhesion between the 

nanoparticles and matrix also contribute to the reinforcement. However, the contribution 

is restricted by the degree of dispersion of the nanoparticles across the polymer and the 

existence of aggregates inside the composites. Therefore, the dispersion method and its 

effectiveness are vital in any attempt to reinforce polymers using nano-particles. 
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2.4.1 Mixing methods 

The transition from micro to nano-particles leads to changes in their physical as 

well as chemical properties. These changes include increases in the ratio of the surface 

area to volume. Although large surface area is a desirable property for nano-particles, and 

is necessary for its work as an interface for stress transfer, this property undesirably 

induces strong attractive forces between the nano-particles themselves, leading to 

excessive agglomeration behaviour. 

Moreover, if the centre of the nano-particles is close to the radius of gyration of the 

polymer bundles, the number of atoms at the surface will increase significantly. This in 

turn will enhance the reactivity between the particle and the polymer. More reactivity will 

translate into increased changes in polymer properties such as cross-linking, rate of cure, 

and other thermal properties. If the dispersion level is low, this association will increase 

nano-particle size, and create larger agglomerates that decrease the mobility of the 

polymer molecules, increase nano-particle suspension viscosity and even prevent the 

completion of the polymerization process. This leads to problems in blend dispersion, 

workability, and, consequently, in composite manufacturing. Therefore, the incorporation 

of CNT as reinforcement in polymers will enhance the mechanical properties of the 

polymers but it will also modify their processing behaviour(Visco et al., 2009). 

Although the state of dispersion is one of the most important issues, there is no 

reasonable method to evaluate it over the whole specimen. In most research efforts, 

optical microscopic, scanning electron microscopic, and transmission electron 

microscopic image-analysis have been employed to qualitatively assess the state of 
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dispersion. However, these methods cannot yield the overall dispersion since the images 

show only very small fractions of the sample’s cross-section (Kim et al., 2009b)  

 

2.4.1.1 Challenges of mixing process 

Since the first successful attempt to disperse MWCNT into epoxy resin in 1998 (Scadler 

et al.,1998), strong interfacial bonding has been found to be a necessary condition to 

obtain full advantage of the extraordinary properties of nano-materials for the 

reinforcement of composites.  

All previous studies indicate that as nano-particle concentrations decrease, more uniform 

dispersal is achieved, while higher concentrations tend to disperse and form a network 

because of increased nano-particle self-interactions (Lozano et al., 2001). 

To characterize the dispersion quality, two major aspects should be considered: particle 

size distribution and homogeneous spatial distribution(Gojny et al., 2005). 

First, exfoliation of the nano-particles, i.e. the gradual separation of individual nano-tubes 

from agglomerates, has to be achieved, which is highly dependent on the chosen 

dispersing method and the processing parameters applied. 

In a common milling technique, separation of particles is achieved in a top-down 

approach by breaking up larger particles. Nano-particle processing needs a non-

destructive dispersing method to maintain a minimal critical fibre length, which is 

necessary in order to preserve efficient load transfer within the composite material.  
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Because of their pseudo-aromatic C–C bonds, CNTs show only low reactivity with other 

chemical agents, but due to van der Waals interactions they show a distinct tendency to 

form aggregates. These strong intrinsic van der Waals forces oblige CNTs to hold 

together as ropes and bundles with a very low solubility in most solvents, which leads to 

poor dispersion when mixed into a polymer matrix. 

To gradually separate the individual CNTs from agglomerates, the CNTs are usually 

added to asolvent such as chloroform (Wang and Qui, 2009), ethanol(Song and 

Youn,2005;Wang et al.,2008;Ma et al.,2007), acetone (Kim et al.,2009b; Ganguli et al., 

2006) to  de-agglomerates the CNTs from each other.  

After their synthesis, CNTs are usually obtained as mechanically-entangled solid bodies 

or subsequently associate themselves into aggregates (Nadler et al.,2008). To remove the 

unwanted amorphous carbon and metal catalyst, acids like sulphuric acid or nitric acid 

(Wang et al., 2008) or  even a combination of acids (Guo et al., 2007), have been mixed 

with CNTs in different concentrations.  

The second issue in the development of nano-particle/polymer composites is the 

interfacial adhesion between the nano-particles and the matrix polymer. A sufficient 

stress transfer from the matrix to the tubes is required to efficiently exploit the potential 

of CNTs as structural reinforcement. Moreover, the atomically smooth surface of nano-

tubes and the lack of interfacial bonding limit load transfer from the polymer matrix to 

the nano-tubes.  

The rigorous mixing of nano-particles with resin produces highly reactive volatile vapour 

bubbles at the initial stage of the reaction between resin and hardener. If these bubbles are 
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not removed, they detrimentally affect the properties of the final product by creating 

voids. Therefore, vacuuming should be applied until all bubbles are completely removed. 

The nano-particle dispersion on other epoxy parts such as resin (Song et al.,2005,Wang et 

al., 2008, Chisholm et al., 2005,Nhuapeng et al., 2008) or the curing agent (Wang and 

Qui,2009)depends on the reactivity to the mixing method.  

There are various techniques to disperse the nano-materials homogeneously throughout 

the epoxy:  

• Ultrasonic mixing 

• High Shear mixing 

• Chemical mixing and modification 

 

2.4.1.2 Ultrasonic mixing 

Many researchers (Nhuapeng et al., 2008; Nadler et al.,2008; Kim et al.,2009a; 

Ganguli et al., 2006 ; Zhou  et al., 2007; Eskin,2001; Niyogi et al., 2003;Chisholm et al.,  

2005, among many others) have used this method to distribute nano-particles into 

polymers due to its simplicity compared with other methods.  

A pulsed ultrasound separates the nano-particles within agglomerates and disperses them 

in the matrix effectively. However, this method is only manageable for small batches due 

to the extreme reduction of the vibrational energy with increasing distance from the 

ultrasound probe. 
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In this method, the application of alternating acoustic pressure above the cavitation 

threshold creates numerous cavities in the liquid. Some of these cavities oscillate at a 

frequency of the applied field (usually 20 kHz) while the gas content inside these cavities 

remains constant. However, some other cavities grow intensely under tensile stresses 

while yet another portion of these cavities which are not completely filled with gas start 

to collapse under the compression stresses of the sound wave. In the latter case, the 

collapsing cavity generates tiny particles of ‘‘debris’’ and the energy of the collapsed 

cavity is transformed into pressure pulses. It is noteworthy that the formation of the 

‘‘debris’’ further facilitates the development of cavitation. It is assumed that acoustic 

cavitation in liquids develops according to a chain reaction. Therefore, individual cavities 

on real nuclei develop so rapidly that within a few microseconds an active cavitation 

region is created close to the source of the ultrasound probe. The development of 

cavitation processes in the ultrasonically processed melt creates favourable conditions for 

the intensification of various physio-chemical processes. Acoustic cavitation accelerates 

heat and mass transfer processes such as diffusion, wetting, isolation, dispersion and 

emulsification. Recently it has been reported that there is a clear acceleration of polymer 

reaction under ultrasound in both catalysed and un-catalysed reactions (Price,2003).  

Figure 2.13 shows an ultrasonic probe mixing machine. 
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Figure 2.13 Ultrasonic Mixing machine 

 

In general, use of ultra-sonication enhances the homogeneity of the epoxy by helping the 

epoxy components to mix molecules together and format reactive species, which 

ultimately leads to increased cross-linking in the polymer. This effect is more prominent 

when each of the highly reactive surfaces of the nano-particle is efficiently coated with 

epoxy resin and reacts with the hardener of the resin. (Chisholm et al., 2005; Visco et al., 

2009)  

Parameters affecting the dispersing result are energy input, power density, ultrasonic 

frequency, temperature and viscosity of the fluid, and colloidal stability.  

The time for the sonication varies from 10 min (Chen et al., 2007a), 30 min (Kim et al., 

2009a; Chisholm et al., 2005; Rodgerset al., 2005), 1hr (Song et al., 2008; Song and 

Youn,2005; Zhou et al., 2007; Ma et al., 2007), 2hrs (Wang et al., 2008), 3hrs(Wang and 
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Qui , 2009; Nhuapenget al., 2008) and up to 4hrs (Guo  et al., 2007). Intense sonication 

varies from 12W to 30-40W (Wang and Qui,2009) and up to 600W(Guo et al., 2007). 

In order to avoid a temperature rise during the sonication process, external cooling is 

employed by submerging the beaker containing the mixture in an ice bath. (Kim et al., 

2009a; Chisholm et al., 2005; Zhou et al., 2009).  Another technique to control mixing 

temperature is to stop sonication every certain period to allow the heat energy to disperse. 

These periods depend on the polymer viscosity and the safe temperature range.  

Sonication usually varies from 3s on, 1s off (Kim et al., 2009b) , 30 s on, 15 s off(Chen et 

al., 2007a) and 25s on, 50s off (Zhou et al., 2009; 2007). 

The polymer temperature is controlled through the mixing period and is not allowed to 

exceed 80°C (Song and Youn, 2005;Zhou et al, 2009;2007), or 100°C(Song et al., 2008). 

However, ultrasound should be avoided after activation of the CNTs in concentrated 

nitric acid. It is suspected that this pre-treatment causes some damage in the outer shells 

of the CNTs, and that the high stress fields in the sonication process cause partial fracture 

of the pre-damaged CNTs(Lu et al., 1996; Shelimov et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 2001). 

 

2.4.1.3 High shear mixing 

Stirring is a common technique used to disperse particles in different matrices such as 

colour pigments for cosmetics or lacquers, and can also be used to disperse nano-

particles, but with higher shear forces to achieve a fine dispersion. The size and shape of 

the propeller and the mixing speed control the dispersion result (Sandler et al., 1999). 
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For the efficient manufacture of larger amounts of nano-composites, many researchers 

have adopted high shear mixing to disperse nano-particles in epoxy (Gojny and Schulte, 

2004; Gojny et al., 2005; 2006; Wichmann et al., 2006; Kostopoulos et al., 2009; 

Thostenson and Chou, 2002, among others) . 

In this method, a dual asymmetric centrifuge (Chen et al., 2007a), or a three-roll mill 

(Yasmin et al., 2003;2006), is used to mix the nano-particles into the hardener or the 

resin.  The stirrers rotate at a high speed of 2000rpm(Wang and Qui,2009; Barrau et al, 

2005),  3000rpm(Chen et al., 2007a; 2007b)  3500rpm(Ganguli et al., 2006) for different 

times from 15 min up to 1hr for the main mix(Barrau et al., 2005). During mixing, the 

sample is exposed to high shear forces and impacts, while only little air is introduced into 

the mixture. Due to the elevated temperature created in the epoxy during the high speed 

process, the properties of the epoxy may be affected. (Lozano et al., 2001). 

 

2.4.1.4   Three-roll milling 

The three-roll mill is an alternative dispersing method commonly used in the ink and 

electronic industries and has been successfully used to disperse CNTs in epoxy (Gojny et 

al., 2004; Thostenson and Chou, 2006b). 

Shear forces are applied to the agglomerates while they are passing through the gap 

between two rolls rotating in opposite directions with different velocities. Unlike stirring, 

that can cause breakage of individual tubes (Andrews et al., 2002), this method has little 

destructive effect on the CNTs. Relevant processing parameters are the viscosity of the 
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fluid, and the gap width and velocity of the rolls. The dwell time of each batch of 

suspension on the rolls is in the range of minutes.  

A first primary dispersion of the agglomerates is performed in the knead vortexes, 

whereas the final distribution of the nano-particles occurs in the thin gap between the 

rolls(Fiedler et al.,  2006). The gap between the rolls usually ranges around 5 μm and the 

velocity of the three rolls ranges from 20/60/180 rpm resulting in roller circumferential 

speeds of 8.4×10-2/ 2.5×10-1/7.5×10-1 m/s. To ensure that each agglomerate passes the 

gap at least once per processing step, the mixing process is usually done in discontinuous 

mode.  Figure 2.14 shows a three mill machine. However, mixing nano-particles with 

epoxy resin using this method will produce a foamy and viscous solution that makes 

degassing quite difficult. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.14 Three- Roll Mill Machine (Yasmin et al., 2006) 

2.4.1.5 Chemical modification 

The chemical methods are aimed at creating surface functionalities on CNTs, thereby 

improving their chemical compatibility/interactions with a polymer or solvent, leading to 

enhanced dispersion. The CNTs are dissolved in an organic solvent followed by mixing 
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with epoxy resin and curing agent. In this system CNTs are covalently integrated into the 

epoxy and become part of the cross-linked structure rather than remaining a separate 

component (Zhu et al., 2004). Two major drawbacks in chemical functionalization are 

recognized:  

(1) most methods are aggressive, especially the oxidation process using concentrated 

acids(Park et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2005), and generate structural defects negatively 

affecting the intrinsic properties of CNTs;  

(2) although some milder functionalization processes have been developed, such as 

UV/ozone treatment or plasmas (Sham and Kim,2006; Seo et al., 2005), followed by 

amine (Sham and Kim,2006; Gabriel et al, 2006) silane (Ma et al., 2006) or fluorine 

treatments(Lee et al., 2003), the limited active sites on the CNT surface (mostly at the 

defects and end caps) may lead to a low efficiency of functionalization, thus slightly 

altering the dispersibility of CNTs in a polymer(Geng et al., 2008). 

 

2.4.2 Effects of nano-particles on epoxy properties 

Advanced composite materials have been developed over the years to satisfy the 

increased demand for low density high-quality and multifunctional materials. A number 

of experimental investigations have demonstrated that nano-particles are inherently 

multifunctional and the addition of nano-particles significantly improves the electrical, 

thermal, optical and mechanical properties of nano-composites at low concentrations 

(Qiu et al.,2007) The variation in the extent of improvement may be due to factors such 

as the state of dispersion of nano-particles as well as the interface between the particles 
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and the matrix. Table 2.2 summarizes some of the research on polymer reinforcement by 

various researchers. 

Table 2.2 Effects of nano-particles on mechanical properties of epoxies  
Reference Addition Percentages Effect Mixing method 

He and Tian, 2009 CNT-Al2O3 1%wt Tensile 
strength:34% 

Young’s modulus: 
47% 

Mechanical 
mixing 

Ganguli et al., 
2006 

MWCNT 0.15wt% fracture 
toughness40% 

 

Ball-milled 

Guo et al.,2007 MWCNT 1–3 wt.%. decreased 10–20% 
tensile strength and 

elastic modulus 

Sonication 
 

Acid treated 
MWCNTs 

8 wt. % Strength (+11.65%) 
Fracture strain at 
break (+127.8%) 

Zhu et 
al.,2004;2003 

SWCNT 1 wt.%,4% an increased strength 
and Young’s 
modulus and 

elongation by 30-
70% 

Sonication  

Nhuapeng et al., 
2008 

SiC NWs 15 vol% Hardness increased 
by 384%  tensile 

strength increased 
by 341% wear track 
decreased to 40% 

Sonication 

Chisholm et al., 
2005 

micro and 
nano sized 
SiC filler 

1.5 and 3% by 
weight 

Stiffness increased 
by45% 

Strength increased 
by 13% 

Sonication 

Allaoui et al., 
2002 

CNTs. 1 %wt Young’s modulus 
increased from 

118MPa to 236 MPa 
,yield strength from 
118MPa to 465 MPa 

Hand mixing 

Jia et al., 1999 MWCNT 3 wt% Hardness increased 
from 10.76 kg/m2 to 

26.9 kg/m2. 

Mechanical 
mixing 

Andrews et 
al.,1999 

SWCNT 5 wt% elastic modulus 
increased from 34 
GPa to 78 GPa , 
Tensile strength 

increased from 490 
MPa to 850 

Mechanical and 
sonication 

Continued on the next page 
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Li et al.,2004 SWCNT 1, 3, and 5 wt% Increase in elastic 
modulus by 75% and 

hardness by 30% 

Sonication 

Qian et al., 2000 MWCNT 1 wt% Increased tensile 
strength 25% and the 

elastic modulus 
increased 42% 

Sonication 

Thostenson and 
Chou, 2002 

MWCNT 5 wt% Increased the tensile 
modulus, yield 

strength and ultimate 
strengths 

Mechanical 
mixing 

Song and 
Youn,2005 

MWCNT 0.5,1,1.5%wt Tensile modulus 
increased from 

68MPa for 0.5%wt 
to 80MPa for 

1.5%wt. 

Sonication 

Visco et al., 2009 CNT 0.5-1.5% Elastic modulus 
increased by 35% 

Failure stress 
increased from 

2000MPa to 
2750MPa. 

Sonication, 
Mechanical 

mixing 

Zhou et al., 2007 MWCNT 0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4% Tensile modulus 
increased by 11.7% 

Tensile strength 
increased by28.3% 

Sonication 
+Mechanical 

mixing 

Bondar et al., 
2005 

SWCNT 
,MWCNT 

0.5%, 1%, 1.5%, No major 
differences 

Sonication 

 

The variation in the extent of improvement is due to factors such as the state of dispersion 

and percentage of CNT particles as well as the interface between the particles and the 

matrix. 

From the above-mentioned studies, it is clear that the content of nano-particles used in 

the matrix does not exceed 8%wt.  

It is widely believed that with 3% loading, the number of nano-particles is very high, 

which allows particle-to-particle interaction rather than the intended particle-to-polymer 

interaction. Once the loading reaches this state, the particles begin to agglomerate and 
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form lumps which eventually affect the van der Waals interaction between the polymer 

chains, reduce cross-linking and increase void content in the nano-composite. The 

resulting mechanical properties are hence degraded. A possible reason for these relatively 

high percentage weight losses is the continuous loss of void content in the system.  

On the other hand, if small percentages are used, the nano-particles work as 

reinforcement inside the polymer. During the failure process, the crack propagation 

changes direction as it crosses nano-particles. The bridge effect, which prevents crack 

opening, increases strength in the nano-particle/epoxy matrix. The decreased cleavage 

plane size and the increased surface roughness imply that the path of the crack tip is 

distorted because of the CNTs, making crack propagation more difficult and requiring 

more energy to continue.  

Further discussion of nano-particles dispersed in epoxy can be found in Chapter Three. 

In addition to the effect of nano-particles on the mechanical properties (modulus, 

strength) of polymers, the dispersion of nano-particles into polymers also affects their 

thermal properties. 

One effective thermal property of adhesive structural joint is the glass transition 

temperature, (Tg), which is the temperature indicating the phase change of a material 

from a glassy to a rubbery state. For structural applications, it provides the limiting 

temperature of their mechanical service after which the epoxy changes from a rigid to a 

rubbery or viscous state. As a result, the mechanical properties of the adhesive are 

dramatically decreased since the modulus of the resin, and hence the FRP composite, 

decreases. The polymer then begins to lose its ability to transfer stresses from the 
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structural element to the fibres(ACI 440 2008). Therefore, it is desirable to have a high 

Tg. 

The Tg of composites is usually measured by a dynamic mechanical-thermal analyser 

(DMTA) or differential scanning calorimeter (DSC). Many researchers have studied the 

effect of adding nano-particles to various polymers on their Tg. Table 2.3 summarises 

some of these studies. 

Table 2.3 Effects of nanoparticles on Tg of epoxies  

Reference Addition Percentages Effect Mixing method 
Cho et al., 2008 MWCNT 0.5-1% Tg increased  to 

200°C  from 
160°C 

Mechanical 
mixing 

Tao et al., 2006 SWCNT 1% Tg decreased to 
119C° from 

149C° 

Hand mixing 

Zhou et al., 2005 Nano-particles 
SiC 

5,10,20% Tg decreased 
to154°C from 

140°C  

Sonication 

Zhou et al., 2007 MWCNT 0.1,0.2,0.3 0.4% 22 °C increase 
in Tg 

Sonication+ 
mechanical 

mixing 
Barrau et al., 2005 Mixed MWCNT 

and SWCNT 
0.04-0.4% no change in Tg Mechanical 

mixing 
Guadagno et al., 

2009 
MWCNT 0.5,2 and 3% Tg was raised 

25%  
Sonication 

Evseeva and 
Tanaeva, 2008 

SWCNT, 
MWCNT 

0.1,1% Tg increased  to 
125 °C from 

100°C  

Sonication+ 
Mechanical 

mixing 
 

It is clear from Table 2.3 that nano-particles have varying effects on the Tg. This variation 

in effect is due to the way that nano-particles effect epoxy molecular internal motion. 

The mechanism of the effect of nano-particles on Tg depends on: 

(i) cross-link density 
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The molecules of epoxy resin measure are of the same order of magnitude as nano-

particles. As the nano-particles disperse in the epoxy, due to their high surface area, each 

particle will fasten more to the epoxy backbone, and generate higher cross-link density in 

the microscopic area surrounding the nano-particles. 

This will increase viscosity, which inhibits the cure reaction, resulting in a lower cross- 

linking density during the curing process. This leads to less energy being needed to 

transfer the particles from the solid to the rubbery phase, i.e. lower Tg. (Tao et al., 2006, 

Gojny and Schulte, 2004; Zouet al., 2008). 

On the other hand, if viscosity is not affected, increasing the cross-link density will 

increase the amount of energy needed for the transformation process, which leads to 

higher Tg. 

(ii) restriction in molecular motion at the molecular level 

Dispersing the nano-particles in resin and adding the hardener improves interfacial 

strength between the nano-particles and the epoxy matrix, thus reducing the mobility of 

the matrix molecules. 

Less moluculer motion increases the transformation energy from glass to rubber, i.e. 

higher Tg. 

(iii) free volume 

When the nano-particles are dispersed in epoxy they will create larger particles and start 

to agglomerate. This agglomeration will cause a free volume that decreases Tg, because it 

will need less energy to free the particles from the glassy to the rubber phase. 
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Thus, in epoxy nano-composites, two competing processes proceed: nano-particles limit 

the mobility of epoxy resin macromolecules and inhibit the curing process, but 

simultaneously reduce the cross-linking density and increase the free volume inside the 

epoxy (Sangermano et al., 2008). 

With each Tg sample, a  trade-off will occur between the negative and positive factors 

affecting Tg . This trade-off depends on the initial viscosity of the epoxy, nano-particle 

number and size, and dispersion quality.  

 

2.5 Use of nano-particles to enhance CFRP systems 

2.5.1 Introduction 

With the continuing quest for lighter and stronger composites, the demand for new types 

of materials is increasing. No longer can traditional fibrous composites fulfil our 

strengthening requirements, nor can they be engineered at the continuum level, which 

controls properties at the molecular or atomic level. 

The replacement of CFRPs by nano-composites can be regarded as unrealistic, due to the 

highly-developed and well-established conventional fibre-reinforcement of polymers and 

their still unmatched level of material properties. Nevertheless, if the outstanding 

properties of nano-particles can be transferred to conventional fibre-reinforcements (e.g. 

carbon-, glass- or aramid-fibres) by means of nano-tube-modified epoxy or matrix , this 

could lead to a new generation of multi-functional composite systems (Sandler et 

al.,2003).  
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However, most efforts so far have only achieved limited success in obtaining specific 

functional requirements (Fan et al., 2004;Yokozeki et al.,2007;Du et al.,2004, among 

others). The current critical challenge is the processing techniques of materials because of 

the typically small size and large specific surface area of nano-particles. 

Moreover, these improvements must be achieved through conventional processing 

techniques without any detrimental effects on process ability, appearance, density and 

aging performance of the matrix (Chisholm et al.,2005). 

Some attempts have been made to develop advanced synthesis processes of CNTs with 

macroscopic lengths, while other efforts have focussed on grafting shorter CNTs into 

longer and more widely applied composite fibres (Zheng et al., 2004; Dalton et al., 

2003;2004; Vigolo et al., 2000) or into composite sheets (Wang et al.,2004;Lahiffet 

al.,2004;Mamedov et al.,2002). 

However, as these studies are still at the initial stage of development and are difficult for 

mass production, simpler and more cost-effective fabrication methods are highly 

desirable. 

 

2.5.2 Multi-scale composite fabrication methods 

Although improvements in the mechanical properties of multi-scale composites are 

achieved with the addition of CNTs, the transferability of improved matrix properties into 

continuous-fibre-reinforced composites is a challenging task limited by many factors 

(Wichmann et al., 2006). 
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In order to utilize the exceptional properties of nano-particles in polymer composites, an 

applied load must be effectively transferred from the matrix to both nano-particles and 

fibres to achieve a significant improvement of the composite properties. 

The simplest way to enhance CFRP systems with nano-particles is by reinforcing the 

system adhesive (or matrix). Many researchers have focussed on reinforcing the epoxy 

with nano-particles, and then adding this to FRP systems (Iwahori et al.,2005;Song et 

al.,2008;Liao et al.,2006, among others) due to the simplicity and effectiveness of such an 

approach. 

In this approach, nano-particles and epoxy are mixed according to the different mixing 

methods outlined in previous sections. Then, the enhanced epoxy is used as an adhesive 

to attach CFRP plates or is hand laid into the fibres before drying.  

Using this method, and with a low CNT loading of 0.3 wt% in the epoxy, improvements 

in flexural modulus, strength, and percentage strain to break of 11.6%, 18.0%, and 

11.4%, respectively, were reported by Kim et al. (2009a). 

In 2003, Hsiao et al. used different weight fractions of MWCNT(1 and 5%wt) dispersed 

in epoxy to produce toughened adhesives. The reinforced adhesives were used to bond 

two CFRP plates in a single lap joint. The bond strength was enhanced by 31.2% for the 

1wt% and 45.6% for the 5wt %. 

Qiu et al, (2007) mixed MWCNT with epoxy for use as a matrix in fibreglass composite 

and found a 27.2% increase in Young’s modulus along fibre orientation and a 15.9% 

increase in tensile strength.  
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These property enhancements are due to that the presence of nano-particles in the matrix 

of fibres, which makes the matrix more conductive and lowers the contact resistance 

between the fibres.  

Another method used by other researchers (Gojny et al.,2005; Wichmann et al.,2006; 

Haque et al.,2003;Thostenson and Chou,2006a) is to spread the enhanced epoxy onto the 

fibres by integrating the enhanced epoxy and firer fabric by vacuum-assisted resin 

transfer moulding (VARTM).In this method, the CNT/ carbon fibre preform is sealed in a 

vacuum bag, and the epoxy resin is then infused into the carbon fibres under vacuum. 

Figure 2.15 shows the scheme of procedure. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.15 VARTM procedure scheme and procedure (Bekyarova et al.,2007) 

 

The CNT/epoxy mixture is processed into a small thickness film by using compression 

moulding. After the nano-composite film is prepared, the film is placed between the fibre 

preforms and the distribution medium. Finally, the fibre preform is fully impregnated 

before the epoxy resin is cured. (Song,2007) 
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In 2007, Bekyarova et al. used another method to fabricate multi-scale hybrid composites 

in which the nano-tubes were grown (or deposited) on the carbon fibres by the CVD 

method or electrophoresis.  

Although the CVD process is an efficient technique for the growth of CNTs on a variety 

of surfaces, the use of high temperatures and pre-deposited catalysts, taken together with 

the difficulties in processing large panels, imposes serious limitations on the practical 

application of this technique for the fabrication of CNT-reinforced structural composites. 

Furthermore, high-temperature processing with CVD removes any sizing that may be 

applied to the fibre during manufacturing, and the CVD reaction may also degrade fibre 

strength. 

As shown in Figure 2.16, the CNTs are dispersed in water by ultra-sonication. The 

carbon fibre is fixed in a stainless steel frame, and two stainless steel plates are positioned 

on both sides of the carbon fabric as counter electrodes. The carbon fabric is immersed in 

the nano-tube dispersion, and a positive potential is applied to the carbon fabric. After 

this process, the matrix (nano-particle-enhanced or pure) is added to the enhanced CFRP 

by hand lay-up or VARTM, and left for curing.  
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Figure 2.16 Deposition of carbon nanotubes on a carbon fibre surface by electrophoresis. 

(Bekyarova et al., 2007) 

 
2.6 Material Point Method 

2.6.1 Background 

Previous simulations of the dynamic failure of CFRP-steel joint systems (Fawzia et al., 

2006; Liu et al.,2008; Teng and Hu, 2007; Wu et al.,1998; Rahimi and  Hutchinson, 

2001; Yin and Wu,2001, among others) were mainly performed using the Finite Element 

Method (FEM). The FEM is a mesh-based method and may have difficulties in modelling 

the transition from the continuous to discontinuous failure modes involved in the process 

of CFRP delamination from steel plate.  

As an innovative spatial discretization method, MPM is an extension to the solid 

mechanics problems of a hydrodynamics code called FLIP (Brackbill and Ruppel,1986; 

Brackbill et al.,1988) that, in turn, evolved from the Particle-in-Cell Method dating back 

to the pioneering work of Harlow (1964). The motivation of the development was to 
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simulate the challenging solid mechanics problems such as impact/contact, penetration, 

fragmentation and machine processing with history-dependent internal state variables 

(Chen et al., 2002). The essential idea is to take advantage of both the Eulerian and 

Lagrangian methods, while avoiding the shortcomings of each. 

In 1994 Sulsky et al. outlined the MPM equations, and foreshadowed the future 

applications, limitations and the development that might come from using this method in 

certain history-dependent applications. MPM has been considered as an extension to the 

Particle-in-Cell method with particles interpreted to be material points that are followed 

through the complete loading process.  

 

2.6.2 MPM fundamentals 

The MPM is an evaluation of particle in cell methods which utilize two meshes: a 

material or Lagrangian mesh defined over the material of the body under consideration, 

and a special or Eulerian mesh defined over the computational domain. Each material 

point carries its material properties while it is processed. MPM starts with transferring the 

information from the material points to a grid, the information being used to solve the 

equation of motion in an updated Lagrangian frame on the grid. The particles are then 

updated and the grid is redefined. Detailed algorithms have been studied in Chapter Five. 
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2.6.3 Why MPM? 

The main special features of MPM that differentiate it from FEM can be summarized as 

follows: 

1. The material points, where constitutive equations are applied, move from one 

element to another rather than remain at the centre or Gauss points of an element. 

2. The use of the point mass representation for the mass density results in the 

appearance of point masses in expressions for the internal and external force 

vectors.  

3. The specific stress is used to provide a convenient form of the equation of motion 

in which the stress is evaluated only at the material point. 

4.  Matrices are never developed for any step in MPM procedure. Instead, nodal 

variables are accumulated by sweeping over material elements.  

5. The traditional mesh based methods (Eulerian scheme) are handicapped when 

dealing with problems their constitutive equations are history dependent. On the 

other hand, purely Lagrangian methods typically result in severe mesh distortion, 

and the consequence is ill-conditioning of the element stiffness matrix leading to 

mesh lock-up or entanglement.  

The MPM is more convenient than other mesh-based methods if the problems include:  

• Localised large deformations: the MPM can model without mesh 

distortion or tangling, due to the mapping process from material point to 

cell nodes and from cell nodes to material points involved in each time 
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step. Therefore, mesh tangling is avoided while material variables are 

tracked through the complete deformation history. 

• Propagation of cracks and separation of continuum: the MPM is preferred 

due to the use of the same set of continuous shape functions in both 

mappings, which results in a natural no-slip contact/impact scheme. 

6.  Advection of history-dependent variables like plastic strain and strain hardening 

parameters is straightforward, since the variables are defined on material points 

which themselves advocate through the Eulerian mesh. Thus, numerical 

dissipation normally associated with an Eulerian method is avoided. 

7. It helps the multiple materials to be performed easily since each material point 

retains its identity -material properties-throughout the computation. 

 

2.6.4 Application of material point method in engineering 

Since its appearance in 1994, MPM has been used to simulate many structural 

problems that have history-dependent variables. These problems are: 

• The upsetting of billets and the Taylor problem of cylinders impacting a rigid wall 

(Sulsky and Schreyer, 1996). 

• Vibration and impact (Sulsky et al., 1994). 

• Cylinder rebounding from a rigid wall (Sulsky et al., 1995).  

• Thin membrane motion objects like springs, pendulum strings with initial shock 

(York et al., 1999).  

• The behaviour of granular materials (Bardenhagen et al., 2000). 
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• Dynamic failure with damage diffusion (Chen et al., 2002).   

• Decohesion failure: Schreyer et al.(2002) explored the energy implementation of 

material softening in a thermodynamic framework. The model assumes the 

delamination occurs when the dissipated energy (fracture energy) is greater than 

the plastic work of the traction on the failure surface. This model is better than the 

FEM model in the attributes of no mesh deformation so that re-meshing is not 

necessary and the continuous tracking of material points avoids the need for re-

mapping history variables such as decohesion. Compatibility is invoked in a weak 

sense with the result that no special algorithms are needed for mesh realignment 

along crack surfaces or for double nodes. 

• Delamination of tungsten film from the silicon substrate (Shen and Chen,2004). 

The model proposed a bifurcation-based decohesion model which is formulated 

within the framework of continuum mechanics. The molecular dynamics simulate 

single crystal tungsten under tension to investigate the effect of specimen size and 

loading rate on the material properties. The proposed decohesion model is then 

calibrated by applying a molecular dynamic simulation of a single tungsten 

crystal block under tension and using available experimental data to account for 

the size effect.  

• Bifurcation-based decohesion model to simulate the transition from localization to 

decohesion involved in the delamination process of compressed films (Chen et al., 

2005). The onset and orientation of discontinuous failure are identified from the 

discontinuous bifurcation analysis. The MPM is developed to accommodate the 

multi-scale discontinuities involved in film delamination.  
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2.7 Summary 

From the above literature review many conclusions can be drawn including the 

following: 

• Many types of nano-particles can be added to enhance epoxy behaviour. 

• The effects of adding small amounts of nano-particles varies from positive to 

negative on strength and Tg, depending on the agglomeration and distribution 

status. 

• The distribution of nano-particles can be done by many mixing methods. The 

ultrasonic mixing method is adopted for the purposes of the present study owing 

to its simplicity and efficacy. 

• The effects of nano-particle-enhanced epoxy depends on the epoxy type. 

Therefore, the effects of different nano-particles with different content 

percentages on strength and thermal properties should be studied. 

• The effects of adding small amounts of nano-particles to different types of 

adhesives used in CFRP enhancing systems need more studies to find the effects 

on over-all CFRP-steel systems. 

• To understand the CFRP-steel joint behaviour, an active model is needed focusing 

on the epoxy. The key factors for such a model are the bond-slip relationship and 

strength of joint. MPM will be used to simulate the failure pattern owing to its 

ability to simulate discontinuous failures. 
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Chapter Three 

Material Properties 

 

3.1  Introduction 

The successful retrofitting of steel structures by using CFRP significantly 

depends on the performance and integrity of the CFRP-steel joints, and the 

effectiveness of the adhesive used. In order to improve the performance of the whole 

system, the enhancement of the adhesive properties is the most preferred option. 

Various applications are anticipated for nanomaterials/polymer composites such as 

electrostatic painting (Baughman, et al.,2002), antistatic shielding on aeroplane wings 

(Milne,et al., 2004) or for transparent electronic conductors (Park,et al.,2002).  

This chapter presents the work on an experimental program to study the 

mechanical and thermal characteristics of two types of epoxies, used as structural 

commercial adhesives, reinforced by two types of nanoparticle additions. The 

program involved the following components: 

• Testing in direct tension a total of 60 epoxy coupons with different types and 

percentages of nano-additives; 

• Testing the effect of adding different nano-additives in different percentages for 

the two epoxies on the glass transition temperature Tg , and; 

• Evaluating the dispersion method used to mix the nano-additives into the 

epoxies. 
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• To find the degree of strengthening, all of the materials used in the bonding 

process should undergo quality assessment by material property testing. Therefore, 

CFRP plates and steel coupons were tested. 

 

3.2 Nanoparticle additives to the epoxy 

3.2.1 Background 

Using adhesive bonding for joining composite parts provides many 

advantages, such as low cost, high strength-to-weight ratio, low stress concentration, 

fewer processing requirements and good fatigue and environmental resistance 

(Ferreira,et al.,2002). However, the adhesives are usually much weaker than the 

adherents they join. To improve bonding performance, one possibility is to consider 

toughened adhesives. It is a common practice to enhance the epoxy by adding 

nanoparticles to it.  

In order to utilize the exceptional properties of nanoparticles on polymer 

composites, the applied load must be effectively transferred from the matrix to the 

nanoparticles to achieve a significant improvement of the composite properties. 

Moreover, these improvements should be achieved through conventional processing 

techniques without any detrimental effects on process ability, appearance, density and 

aging performance of the matrix. 

 

3.2.2 Adhesive properties 

 

The most frequently used epoxies to attach CFRP plates on steel are Araldite-

420 and Sikadur-30. These epoxies have a high mechanical strength, are easy to apply 

and cure within 16-24 hours with no requirement for elevated temperature. The 
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disadvantage of these adhesives is the limited working time, which ranges around 60 

minutes. To achieve the required properties of the epoxy, the application procedures 

should be strictly followed (Fawzia, 2007). Table 3.1 below gives the manufacturer’s 

properties of these epoxies.  

Table 3.1 Mechanical properties of adhesives as given by the manufacturer 

(Huntsman Advanced Materials, Sika Australia Pty Ltd) 

 

It is a common practice to obtain measured material properties such as tensile 

strength, modulus of elasticity and ultimate strain rather than relying on the values 

supplied by the manufacturer (Fawzia, 2007). It is also necessary to create reference 

properties to be compared with those for nano-particle-enhanced epoxies. 

Due to the nano-meter’s dimensions and high superficial area of the 

nanotubes, a small amount is enough to increase the viscosity of the 

nanomaterial/matrix blend. This causes problems in blend dispersion, workability, 

and, consequently, in composite manufacture (Wang, et al. 2004).  

 

3.2.3 Nano-additives types 

In general, comparison of results reported is often difficult, due to the usage 

of different epoxy matrices, with different processing techniques and parameters, as 

well as the choice of nanoparticles from various sources with different types and 

qualities. Therefore, all results should be compared to reference materials, as the neat 

 Araldite-420 Sikadur-30 

Specific gravity 1.2 1.77 

Tensile strength 32MPa 33MPa 

Ultimate strain 0.04 0.003 

Elastic Modulus 1.9 GPa 12.8GPa 
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epoxy matrix. Keeping most variables constant, it was the aim of this study to 

compare the influence of these different percentages of nanoparticles on the 

mechanical properties and to appraise the real potential of nanoparticles as structural 

modifiers of epoxy-based composites. 

To study the effect of additive types on the chosen epoxies, two types of 

nanomaterials (Multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT), diameter 110-170nm, length 

5-9micrometer and 90+% purity and silicon carbide nanopowder (SiC) particle size < 

100nm, density 3.22 g/ml at 25 °C, both manufactured by Sigma-Aldrich Co.) were 

added at different weight percentages (0%, 1%, 2% and 3%) as summarised in Table 

3.2. Ultrasonic mixer (VCX 500 from Sonics & Materials, Inc.) was used to ensure 

the uniformity of the nanomaterials in the epoxy.  

 

Table 3.2 Coupon samples tests scheme 

 

 Araldit-420 Sikadur-30 
Multi-wall Carbon 

Nanotubes 
(MWCNT) 

0% Hand mixing 3samples 3samples 
1% 3samples 3samples 
2% 3samples 3samples 
3% 3samples N/A 

Silicon Carbide 
nanopowder (SiC) 

0% Ultrasonic mix 3samples 3samples 
1% 3samples 3samples 
2% 3samples 3samples 
3% 3samples 3samples 

0% Ultrasonic mix 
(Vacuumed) 3samples N/A 

1%(Vacuumed) 3samples N/A 
2%(Vacuumed) 3samples N/A 
3%(Vacuumed) 3samples N/A 

 

The addition of nanoparticles to a cement-like epoxy of Sikadur-30 increased its 

viscosity to the extent that the 3%MWCNT-epoxy mix became so dense that hand 

pre-mixing was very difficult and could not be continued. 
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Due to the differences between the specimens in the epoxies used, the nanoparticles 

(type and percentage) and the mixing methods, the specimens were given a naming 

scheme as follows. The first letter indicates the epoxy type (A for Araldite-420 and S 

for Sikadur-30). The second letter stands for the additive, C for MWCNT and S for 

SiC powder. Then, the mixing method is indicated by M for mechanical-ultrasonic 

mixing without additives, H for normal hand mixing without additives and O for the 

vacuumed oven specimens. The number indicates the weight concentrations by 

percentage of additives (1%, 2% and 3%). Therefore the code AS2 is for an Araldite-

420 sample with 2% SiC powder. Figure 3.1 briefs the naming scheme for epoxy 

coupons. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Coupons naming scheme 
 

 

3.2.4 Mixing method 

 The dispersion of the nanoparticles in the epoxy plays an important role as 

homogeneous dispersion guarantees uniform load-sharing by the reinforcing particles. 

The achievement of homogeneous dispersion of nanoparticles is regarded as a 

prerequisite for composites.  

Many researchers (Eskin, 2001, Niyogi,et al. 2003 and Chisholm,et al. 2005, among 

others) use the ultrasonic mixing method due to its simplicity compared with other 

AC2 
Adhesive type: A for 

Araldite and S for Sikadur 
Nanomaterials percentages 

Nanomaterials types: C for MWCNT and S for 
SiC 
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methods. In the present study, ultrasonic mixing was employed to infuse MWCNT 

and SiC nanopowder into part-A of the Araldite 420 adhesive.  

 

Due to the strong intrinsic van der Waals forces, MWCNTs tend to hold 

together as ropes and bundles that have very low solubility in most solvents, which 

leads to poor dispersion when mixed into a polymer matrix. To break these bonds, the 

MWCNT was mixed with ethanol (99% pure) at a 1:10 concentration then left for 

curing for 48 hrs in the vacuum chamber. Then it was ready to be mixed with the part-

A of the epoxy.  

The nanoparticles were dispersed in part A since this part is less reactive to ultrasound 

irradiation than part B.  

Due to the small-sized particles and thin needle shape, which make the 

material like asbestos, there is a danger of lung cancer.. Therefore, all necessary 

precautions were taken when dealing with the nano-particles. All weighing of the pre-

calculation nano-particles and hand pre-mixing of the nanoparticles with epoxies part-

A was done inside a sealed glass box in a vacuum chamber while the researcher was 

wearing a gas mask and double latex gloves. After the nano-particles were fully hand 

mixed with epoxy part-A in the vacuum chamber, it was safe to deal with it in the 

open air. 

Then, a conical ultrasonicator was used for the main dispersion of nanoparticles. At a 

55% energy density, ultrasonic waves were applied for 50 min at an amplitude of 30 s 

every 50 s to prevent the applied energy from increasing the mix temperature over the 

limit. In order to avoid any rise in temperature during sonication, the temperature was 

monitored and controlled by the mixer temperature probe and submerging the mixing 

beaker in a mixture of ice and water so that the mix temperature did not reach 55°C. 
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80mm 45mm

57mm

At the end of the mixing time, the dispersion of nanoparticles appeared uniform on 

visual inspection.  

In the next step, Part-B of the epoxy was added to the mixture at the 

recommended ratio and the mixing was carried out by hand for about 4 min. 

The shape of the specimen was engraved into the Teflon mould following ASTM:D 

638-01 standards, as can be seen in Figures 3.2 and 3.3.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Epoxy coupon Teflon mould 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Adhesive coupon dimensions 
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 The rigorous mixing of part A and part B produced highly reactive volatile 

vapour bubbles at the initial stage of the reaction, which if not removed could 

detrimentally affect the properties of the final product by creating voids. Therefore, 

the vibrating table was used for 10 min on the mould while the epoxy was poured into 

mould’s grooves.  

A uniformly-distributed load of 800 kg/m2 was then applied over the epoxy for 24 

hours to assure the uniformity of the coupons. Then, the coupons were de-moulded 

and the extra epoxy ground and tested 7 days after the casting.  

The specimens were tested using an Instron testing machine at the rate of 2 mm/min. 

Strain was measured using strain gauges attached longitudinally to the two opposite 

sides of the specimen.  

 

3.2.5 Effect of sonication on the epoxies 

To study the effect of using sonication alone on the epoxy part A, and to create  

reference data that can be used to find the effect of nanoparticles only, a set of 

samples from both epoxies was prepared and tested using the same previously-

mentioned mixing procedures without nanoparticles.  

Figure 3.4 shows that using sonication mixing alone on Araldite-420 part A 

caused a negligible decrement in strength from 26.7 MPa for the hand mixed to 

26.4MPa for the sonicated samples. The modulus of elasticity was not affected by 

sonication and remained 1.87MPa.Sonication did not t increase the modulus of 

elasticity but increased the elastic limit from 16MPa to 21MPa as can be seen in 

Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.4 Comparison between three mixing methods of Araldite-420 

 

A possible reason for such a negligible and unexpected difference is the micro 

air-bubbles created during the sonication process which the vibration table could not 

remove.  Another possible reason is that the components of Araldite-420 part A are 

homogeneous and any additional mixing will not assist part-A particles in obtaining 

extra energy that can used when part-B is added.  

To confirm which of these reasons is correct, a new set of Araldite-420 

samples was prepared with the same procedures except that sonicated part A was 

placed in a vacuum oven at a temperature of 55°C for 2hrs. 

The vacuumed samples showed a small increment in strength of 2.5% from the hand 

mixing as can be seen in Figure 3.4. This small increment showed that the bubbles 

inside were so small that the vacuum oven could not remove them.  

Therefore, part-A particles are not affected by sonication energy and its homogeneity 

was not enhanced. 

The situation in relation to Sikadur-30 supports this theory.  
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The strength increased from 18.6 MPa for a hand mixed sample to 22.8MPa 

for sonication neat samples as seen in Figure 3.5, and the modules of elasticity of the 

sonicated sample decreased from 13.48 MPa for the hand mixed to 9.29MPa for the 

sonicated net Sikadur-30 samples. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Comparison between mixing types of Sikadur-30 

 

The reason for such change in stiffness derives from the fact that ultrasound 

irradiation enhances the homogeneity of the reaction mixture in part-A of the epoxy 

resin. Ultrasound irradiation helps in the molecular mixing of part-A components and 

the formation of reactive species which ultimately leads to increased cross-linking in 

the polymer when mixed with part B.  

 
3.2.6 Araldite-420 enhanced by MWCNT 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are the strongest and stiffest materials on earth, in 

terms of tensile strength and elastic modulus. Their excellent mechanical properties 
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and superior length-to-diameter ratio make CNTs very attractive for composite 

reinforcement (Zhu,et al., 2004).   

Due to the excellent mechanical properties of CNTs, a variety of structures 

have been proposed ranging from everyday items like clothes and sports gear to 

combat jackets and swords. 

Adding MWCNT to Araldite-420 increased the strength from 26.7MPa for 

hand mixing, and 26.4 MPa for sonicated neat specimens to 27.9MPa for 1wt % 

MWCNT. As the percentage of the MWCNT increased to 2wt%, the strength 

increased to 30.9MPa, which is the optimum strength as shown in Figure 3.6. Beyond 

2wt%, the strength returned to 27.2MPa. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6 Effect of MWCNT on Araldite-420 

 

However, adding MWCNT to Araldite-420 increased the stiffness with the same 

patron as the strength shows: the modulus of elasticity increased from 1.87MPa for 
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hand and neat sonicated epoxy to 2.1MPa for 1wt%, 2.13MPa for 2% and 1.92 for the 

3wt%MWCNT. 

The elastic limit also increased according to the same pattern: from 16MPa for hand 

mixing and 21MPa for sonicated neat to 23 MPa, 25 MPa then back to 21 MPa for 1, 

2 and 3% MWCNT respectively.  

Figures 3.7 and 3.8 summarize the effects of adding MWCNT to Araldite-420. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7 MWCNT effects on Araldite-420 strength 
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Figure 3.8 MWCNT effects on Araldite-420 elastic modulus 

 

To clarify these results, it is necessary to understand the MWCNT behaviour inside 

the epoxy. When the MWCNT infuses inside the epoxy, due to its needle-like shape, 

it tends to surround itself by a thin layer of epoxy that attaches strongly to the outer 

wall of the nanotube, due to its high surface area, as shown in Figure3.9. 
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Figure 3.9 MWCNT particle surrounded by Araldite-420 bundles. 

 

This combination starts to work as a reinforcing item and prevents the 

nanotubes from agglomerating at the same time. These reinforcing particles decrease 

the crack width by bridging the gap between the sides and its length because the crack 

now needs to move a longer distance around these items, which needs more energy. 

Also, when nanotubes are positioned between the resin molecules, an obstacle is 

created to molecular motion which increases brittleness. (Zhou et al.,2007) 

This effect will last until the concentration of the MWCNT increases to a degree that 

the strong, thin epoxy film has no space to form, as can be seen in Figure 3.10, and 

the agglomeration starts to form larger bundles of MWCNT surrounded by a layer of 

epoxy (Lozano, et al.,2001). This layer still attaches strongly to the nanotubes, but the 

nanotubes have a very weak connection between each other. The brittle forces 

MWCNT particle 

Epoxy film
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attached to the nanotubes inside the agglomeration weaken reinforcing action and 

help to shorten the crack length through the agglomeration of the nanotubes. Figure 

3.11 summarises the above mechanism. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10 3 % MWCNT particle surrounded by epoxy bundles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Agglomerated 
MWCNT particles 
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a) Crack through un-reinforced epoxy section 

 

 

 

 

 

b) Crack through under reinforced epoxy 

 

 

 

 

 

c) Crack through over-reinforced epoxy 

Figure 3.11 Behaviour of MWCNT inside epoxy 

MWCNT particles 
Epoxy film 
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3.2.7 Sikadur-30 enhanced by MWCNT 

Sikadur-30 is a cement-like epoxy used widely in attaching CFRP laminates to 

steel.  Adding MWCNT to Sikadur-30 has a different effect than that on Araldite-420: 

Figure 3.12 shows that the major strength gain came from the sonication only; 1% of 

MWCNT to the Sikadur-30 will increase the strength from 22.8 MPa in the neat 

sonicated specimen to 23.5MPa and 17.7MPa for the 1% and 2%MWCNT 

respectively. 

Also, the modulus of elasticity will be 12.37MPa and 10.84MPa for the 1%and 

2%MWCNT respectively from 9.29MPa and 13.48MPa for sonicated and hand-mixed 

samples. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.12 Effect of MWCNT on Sikadur-30 
 

Sikadur-30 part-A has many agglomerated filling materials, which has no role 

in chemical reaction when added to part-B (which also contains filling materials 

which do not have any role in the chemical reaction). Therefore, sonication will 
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increase the homogeneity of these particles in part-A by breaking their 

agglomerations, thus helping part-B particles to create stronger bonds. 

However, these bonds still have  non-reactive particles which create the same effect of 

adding high percentages of MWCNT to Araldite-420, and prevent the epoxy forming 

the strong, thin film around the nanoparticles. Therefore, MWCNT has a neglected 

effect on strength, and even starts to work as impurities which are poorly adherent to 

epoxy particles and concentrate stress at their tips.  

The effect of MWCNT on Sikadur-30 can be summarized in Figures 3.13 and 3.14. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13 MWCNT effect on Sikadur-30 strength 
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Figure 3.14 MWCNT effect on Sikadur-30 elastic modulus 

 

3.2.8 SiC-epoxy composites 

Among reinforcement materials, SiC is one of the most-used in anti-wear 

applications. Friction properties of SiC (in dry and lubricated conditions) have been 

widely studied because it is often used in such applications as bearings, bushings, and 

other mechanical devices. Bulk SiC is known as a ceramic material with high 

hardness, wear resistance, high temperature stability and chemical inertness. 

Accordingly, SiC nanoparticles were employed in the preparation of nanocomposites 

in the hope of imparting the excellent properties of SiC to the composite materials. 

(Abenojar et al.2009) 

To find the effect of adding SiC nanopowder into the CFRP-steel commonly used 

epoxies, three coupon series were prepared: SiC+Araldite-420, SiC+Araldite-

420+vacuum oven, and SiC+Sikadur-30. 

SiC nano-powder was added to the Araldite-420, tested under tension and compared 

to hand-mixed and sonication mixed neat epoxy.  
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As Figure 3.15 indicates, SiC nanopowder has a small or even a negative 

effect on strength compared with the hand-mixed samples. An increment in strength 

compared with neat epoxy samples (26.7MPa for hand mixed and 26.4MPa for 

sonication) occurred when 1 % of SiC was used(27.9MPa)  and a decrement occurred 

when 2% (23.5MPa)and 3% (25.9MPa) were used.  

The modulus of elasticity followed the same pattern: a slight increase when 1%SiC 

was added (from1.87MPa for the neat epoxy, hand-mixed and sonicated, to 1.93MPa 

for 1%SiC) then a sharp decrease with 2%SiC (1.77MPa) followed by a slight 

decrease with the 3%SiC (1.85MPa). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.15 Effect of SiC on Araldite-420 

 

To study the effect of the air bubbles that may be created in the mixing 

process, Araldite-420 part-A was vacuumed according to the previous procedure. 
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The vacuumed–SiC samples were tested and the previous pattern was repeated. The 

strengths were compared between the SiC-Araldite samples with and without vacuum 

oven. Vacuuming increased the strength, as can be shown in Figure 3.16, from 27.9, 

23.5 and 25.9 MPa for 1%, 2% and 3% SiC to 28.9, 24.3 and 27.7MPa for 1%, 2% 

and 3% SiC respectively. 

The increments in strength due to SiC addition were still less than 10% for the 1% of 

SiC. 

As reported previously for neat-vacuumed Araldite samples, SiC had a better effect 

on modulus of elasticity which increased to 2.75MPa, 2.06MPa and 2.27 MPa for 

vacuumed epoxy with 1%, 2% and 3% SiC respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.16 Effect of SiC powder and vacuuming on Araldite-420 

 

Due to the high surface area of the SiC, its particles can embed inside the 

Araldite-420 bundles and create a thin, strong film around them. However, compared 
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with nanotubes, the SiC has less effect on Araldite-420 strength. The morphology of 

the SiC particles has a great influence: on nanotubes, the needle shape and circular 

cross-section give the optimum surface area which increases the amount of 

reinforcing particles. With SiC nanopowder, its irregular shapes decrease the amount 

of reinforcing particles and when the amount is increased, it starts to work as a stress 

concentrator and micro-crack initiator, reducing the strength of the composite. If the 

number of particles increases, they start to agglomerate and create better shaped 

agglomerate that can attach itself better to the epoxies, but the bonds between these 

particles remain less than those between SiC particles and epoxy bundles.  

The increase in the modulus of elasticity is due to the irregular shape of the 

SiC , which prevent the epoxy bundles from sliding on each other. Therefore, the 

strain amount will decrease, which increases the modulus of elasticity. The effect of 

SiC on Araldite-420 can be summarized in Figures 3.17and 3.18. 
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Figure 3.19 shows that the addition of  SiC to Sikadur-30 by 1%wt will increase the 

strength from 18.6MPa and 22.8MPa, for hand-mixed and sonicated neat epoxy, to 

25.9MPa. When the SiC percentage was increased, the strength decreased to a level 

lower than the hand-mixed epoxy: 16.4MPa and 17.4MPa for 2% and 3% SiC wt. 

The modulus increased from 9.29MPa for the neat sonicated Sikadur-30 to 11.63, 

10.56 and 11.39MPa for 1%, 2% and 3% SiC respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.19 Effect of SiC on Sikadur-30 

 

At a low strain level, the agglomerated particle increased the stiffness of the material, 

but at a high strain level, the stress concentration caused by the agglomerated particle 

initiated cracks, which caused the sample to fail quickly (Zhou,et al.2009). 

As mentioned before, adding SiC to the epoxy will increase the modulus of elasticity 

due to its irregular shapes that prevent the movement of epoxy bundles. 
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Figures 3.20 and 3.21 summarize the effect of SiC on Sikadur-30’s strength and 

elastic modulus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.20 Effect of SiC on Sikadur-30 strength 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.21 Effect of SiC on Sikadur-30 elastic modulus  
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3.2.9 Dispersion analysis 

To evaluate the dispersion situation of the nanoparticles inside the epoxies, 

and to check whether the nanoparticles agglomerate inside the epoxies, a scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) was used to examine some of the samples. This method is 

the only direct way to analyse whether the nanoparticles are fully imbedded inside the 

epoxy and the agglomeration is incoherent. In most research to date, optical 

microscopes, scanning electron microscopes, and transmission electron microscope 

image-analysis have been employed to qualitatively assess the state of dispersion. 

However, these methods cannot yield the overall dispersion since the images show 

only very small fractions of the sample’s cross-section.( Kim,et al. 2009-B) 

This method gives only an indication of the dispersion because the observed area 

cannot be larger than 1 millimetre square. Figures 3.22, 3.23 and 3.24 show images 

from the SEM for sonicated, neat Araldite-420, 1% and 3% MWCNT in Araldite-420. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.22 Hand-mixed Araldite-420 under SEM
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Figure 3.23 1% MWCNT embedded in Araldite-420 under SEM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.24 3% MWCNT embedded in Araldite-420 under SEM
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Comparing Figures 3.23 and 3.24 with 3.22, the MWCNTs are clearly observed: for 

1% MWCNT, the particles are barely recognizable. This is because nanotubes wetted 

by block copolymer are well separated so that the electrical conductivity (discharge) 

across the sample is blocked, and no contrast builds up between the CNTs and the 

epoxy matrix.  

When the MWCNT percentage is increased to 3% (Figure 3.24) the agglomeration 

between the MWCNT is clear, but still distributed evenly across the examined 

section. 

This indicates that the mixing method works efficiently and the density of energy and 

mixing time are sufficient to infuse MWCNT into Araldite-420. 

 

3.2.10 Glass transition temperature tests  

The glass transition Tg is a reversible change of the polymer between rubbery 

and glassy states, and the temperature at which this occurs. Tg can be measured 

accurately by Dynamic Mechanic Thermal Analysis (DMTA). In fact, DMTA is 

considered the most sensitive method for measuring a Tg.  

The Tg is detected as a sudden and considerable change in the elastic modulus 

and an attendant peak in the tan ∆ curve. The damping property (tan∆) is the ratio of 

the dynamic loss modulus to the dynamic storage modulus, and is related to the 

molecular motions and phase transitions. Tan ∆ is therefore sensitive to all molecular 

movement occurring in polymers. This underscores the importance of Tg as a material 

property, for it shows clearly the substantial change in rigidity that the material 

experiences in a short span of temperatures. 
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To find the effect of adding different nanomaterials to different epoxies, two 

samples of Araldite-420 and Sikadur-30, containing 0wt%, 1wt%,2wt% and 3wt% 

from each nano additive (MWCNT and SiC) were tested using a Rheometric 

Scientific Inc. DMTA IV machine shown in Figure 3.25a.The samples (with 

dimensions of 40mm in length×5mm width×2 thickness were placed in the DMTA 

fixture as illustrated in Figure 3.25b.  

An oscillating strain (sinusoidal or other waveform) was applied to the samples with 

increasing surrounding temperature and the resulting stress developed in the sample 

was measured. The strain amplitude was set at 0.05 % with 1 Hz frequency. The 

temperature was raised from 25 °C to 150 °C with a heating ramp rate of 2 °C/minute. 

The output signals were analysed, and the rheological parameters were computed 

using established mathematical methods,.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                  (a)                                                           (b) 

Figure 3.25 Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA) machine 

 

All the specimens showed a glassy state followed by the rubbery state. Figures 3.26 to 

3.29 show the recorded values from the DMTA data: the tan∆ values varied with the 

temperature and reached their  peak at almost  the same temperature range as the pure 

epoxy. 

DMTA sample 
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Figure 3.26 tan∆ variation with temperature for various MWCNT % in Araldite-420 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.27 tan∆ variations with temperature for various MWCNT % in Sikadur-30 
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Figure 3.28 tan∆ variations with temperature for various SiC% in Araldite-420 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.29 tan∆ variations with temperature for various SiC % in Sikadur-30 
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The peak factor, Γ, is defined as the full width at half maximum of the tan ∆ peak 

divided by its height, and it can be qualitatively used to assess the homogeneity of the 

epoxy network. The neat epoxy had a high peak factor, which indicated low 

homogeneity in the epoxy network. For the nanophased epoxy, the peak factor 

decreased with higher MWCNT weight percentages. The lower peak factor for the 

nanophased epoxy indicates greater homogeneity. (Zhou et al.,2007). 

From the results, the effects of the CNT and SiC nanopowder are negligible as can be 

seen in Table 3.3.    

Table 3.3 Tg  results for different epoxies and different nanomaterials using 

DMTA 

 

This small (and even negligible) effect is due to the presence of nanoparticles 

in epoxy which will create a strong molecular interaction between them and resin 

molecules, which will hinder the interaction between the resin and hardener 

molecules.  

This will impede the formation of the final cross-linked structure of the matrix during 

curing. As a result, the cross-linking density decreases, thereby lowering the Tg of the 

material.  

 Araldite 420 Sikadur 30 

Multi-wall Carbon 
Nanotubes 
(MWCNT) 

0% Hand mixing 65 71 
1% 63 70 
2% 66 66 
3% 63 N/A 

Silicon Carbide 
nanopowder (SiC) 

0% Ultrasonic mix 68 70 
1% 63 69 
2% 64 67 
3% 65 69 
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In our nanoparticle-epoxy samples, two competing processes occur: nanomaterials 

limit the mobility of epoxy resin macromolecules, which reduce the Tg, but 

simultaneously reduce the cross-linking density and loosen the interfacial layers 

because of the under-cured binder in the material. 

 

3.3 Carbon fibre reinforced polymer 

3.3.1 General 

 

With increased use, CFRP composite materials can have acquisition costs 

competitive with those of traditional construction materials while offering significant 

potential for reducing overall life-cycle costs. Additionally, CFRP composites are 

very light-weight, and the construction techniques used for CFRP composites can 

greatly speed the construction or repair process, offering significant savings in costs 

for both the owner and the user of the facility.  

Finally, through careful selection of the fibres and resins used to manufacture 

CFRP plate, tailoring of the fibre architecture and selection of the appropriate 

manufacturing techniques and environments, CFRP composites can be fabricated with 

the desired structural properties and geometry.  

CFRP laminates or plates essentially combine two constituent materials, i.e. the 

reinforcing carbon (or graphite) fibres and the polymeric matrix. The fibres contribute 

to the strength and stiffness of the composite, whereas the resin matrix holds the 

fibres together, providing toughness and environmental resistance. Laminates are 

expected to be more suitable for field applications where flat uniform surfaces are 

available for bonding. 

The CFRP plates used in this project were supplied by MBrace Co.  
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3.3.2 Measured properties of CFRP 

There is always a gap between manufacturer’s claimed properties and the 

actual properties of materials. In order to obtain an accurate value for material 

properties, testing must be conducted on similar material. A series of tensile coupon 

tests were conducted to determine the actual properties of the materials used in the 

present study. The CFRP composite elastic modulus was determined using testing 

procedures in accordance with ASTM:D 3039. 

Each CFRP plate test coupon had an overall length of 300 mm and average 

width of 50 mm. Two aluminium plates with a 3mm thickness had been attached to 

the coupon ends to distribute the load from the loading machine to the CFRP plate. 

The aluminium plate surfaces were sandblasted before the bonding application. 

Araldite-420 adhesive was used for bonding. 

The adhesive was then allowed to cure according to the manufacturer’s 

recommendation (7 days at least). Tension tests were carried out using the Shimidzu 

testing machine. Two strain gauges were installed at the centre of both sides of the 

specimen. The strain reading was used to find the modulus of the CFRP. An 

additional strain gauge attached perpendicular to the loading direction to read the 

transverse strains was needed to calculate Poisson’s ratio. Figure 3.30 shows a 

schematic view of the specimen and Figure 3.31 shows the test set-up. 
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Figure 3.30 Schematic view of CFRP coupon (not to scale) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.31 Test set-up on the Shimidzu testing machine 

 

The tensile strengths for the specimens ranged from 2859MPa for CP1 to 2868 MPa 

for CP2 with modules of elasticity of 208 and 209 GPa for CP1 and CP2 respectively, 

as shown in Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.4 Test results of CFRP laminate (BASF Construction Chemicals) 

 

Similar failure modes were observed in the tests. Failure modes of CFRP 

laminate specimens are shown in Figure 3.32, which shows ruptured and shredded 

fibres near the centre of the specimen. A smell of burning plastic was noticed at the 

failure times which indicated the large amount of energy that was released. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.32 Failure modes of the CFRP laminate coupon specimens 

 

Figure 3.33 shows the stress-strain diagram for CFRP plates compared with steel. 

Poisson’s ratio was calculated to be 0.21. As can be seen in Figure 3.34, the laminate 

coupon shows a linear elastic behaviour until failing in a brittle mode.  

 

CFK 200/2000 CFRP 
Laminate 

Manufacturer 
properties 

C1 test results C2 test results 

Ultimate tensile 
strength 

2400MPa (min) 2859MPa 2868MPa 

Ultimate strain 1.2% 1.4% 1.5% 
Modulus of elasticity 205 GPa (min) 208GPa 209GPa 
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Figure 3.33 Stress strain curve for CFRP laminate and mild steel (measured) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.34 Strain curve for CFRP laminate in two perpendicular directions 

 

3.4 Measuring properties of steel 

Figure 3.35 shows a steel coupon specimen and the tested stress-strain 

responses of the steel are illustrated in Figure 3.36. Steel plates came in different 
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batches for the whole project. Coupon tests were performed in accordance with AS 

1391 (SAA 1991). The tensile strength of different batches of steel ranged around 

480MPa.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.35 tested steel coupon specimen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.36 stress-strain curve of the tested steel 
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3.5 Summary  

In this chapter, results of mechanical and thermal tests have been reportedto find 

the effect of adding MWCNT and SiC nanopowder to commercial construction 

epoxies, Araldite-420 and Sikadur-30. The results show: 

• Probe sonication is not only an efficient method to infuse MWCNT and SiC 

powder into the chosen epoxies, as indicated directly by SEM and indirectly 

by the tan∆ curve shapes, but also increases epoxy homogeneity. 

• The optimum percentage of MWCNT added to Araldite 420 is 2%wt. less than 

this percentage of MWCNT is not sufficient as a reinforcement and starts to 

work as impurities when the percentage exceeds this figure. 

• Sonication of 1% of SiC powder then vacuuming Araldite-part-A gives the 

optimum increment for the elastic modulus of 2.75MPa compared to 1.86MPa 

for vacuumed, neat samples. 

• The increments in strength and elastic modulus of Sikadur-30 when adding 

MWCNT and SiC nanopowder are due to the sonication process, and the 

effect of nanoparticles is negligible. 

• The addition of MWCNT and SiC to the studied epoxies has a negligible 

effect on the Tg. 
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Chapter Four 

Experimental Investigation of CFRP-steel Joints Using Different 

Nanoparticle-enhanced Epoxies 

 

4.1 Introduction  

The construction boom after World War II resulted in a mature infrastructure 

network across the world. Lately, the issue of maintenance and repair/upgrading of 

existing structures has become a major issue, particularly in the area of bridges (Hii and 

Al-Mahaidi,2006). Due to their high strength and stiffness combined with lightness, 

CFRPs represent a better rehabilitation choice than the typical metallic fixing process for 

structures (Kostopoulos et al., 2008). 

However, the adhesive material is a key parameter for failure in CFRP systems. 

Therefore, enhancement of the adhesive properties can lead to an overall enhancement in 

structural behaviour.  

In this project, different weight fractions and types of MWCNT and SiC nano-powder 

were mixed with structural epoxies to produce toughened adhesives, which lead to 

enhancement of  the performance of CFRP-steel joints. Single-lap joint specimens were 

prepared, using enhanced epoxies, and the ultimate failure strengths were experimentally 

measured.  

The 3D image correlation photogrammetry system (ARAMIS) was chosen to measure the 

strain along the bond length of the single lap CFRP-steel joints. While the theory and 
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development of the algorithms for image correlation are presented elsewhere (Mikhail et 

al., 2001 and Linder,2006, among others). A comparative study of a conventional strain 

measurement device, such as a strain gauge, was used to test the robustness and accuracy 

of the technique. 

 

4.2 Specimen materials, preparation and testing set-up 

In the present experimental program, specimens of 50mm width, MBrace 

2000/200 CFRP laminate were selected to be attached to steel plate by Araldite-420 and 

Sikadur-30 adhesive. The steel plates used in the experimental series had dimensions of 

250 mm length, 50 mm width and 12 mm thickness. The measured properties for all 

materials are reported in Chapter Three. 

In every adhesive-containing bond, cleaning and sometimes roughening of the bonding 

surface is essential to ensure no impurities will affect the bond and to create additional 

bonding area to maximize bond strength.  

The bonded steel surface was cleaned of oil or dust particles using acetone then 

sandblasted to remove the stain particles and to maintain better mechanical interlock. To 

ensure the thickness of the adhesive layer, 5 pieces of 2-3 mm long, 0.5mm diameter 

wires were attached on the four corners and centre of the steel bonding surface. These 

wires prevented the epoxy layer from becoming thinner after pressing the CFRP onto the 

steel plate. The CFRP laminates were cut to 300mm length and the adhesives mixed 

according to the previously-mentioned procedure (see Chapter three). The pre-prepared 

mixed part A and B adhesive was then applied along the bond length of the steel plate for 
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100mm bonding length. Then, the CFRP laminate was placed on top of the adhesive and 

gentle pressure was applied. The extra epoxy and air bubbles were wiped from the sides 

of the steel plate. A 300kg/m2 pressure was applied on the face of the CFRP laminate and 

left for 24 hrs. Then the pressure was removed and the samples were left to cure at room 

temperature for 7 days.  Meanwhile, two aluminium plates 3mm thick 100mm long and 

50mm wide were attached to the CFRP laminate free end on both sides using Araldite-

420. These two plates worked as a gripping end and helped distribute the stress across the 

gripping area without stress concentration. 

Before the test took place, another steel plate 50mm wide, 100mm long and 14mm thick 

was pin attached to the steel plate free end. This additional plate increased the total 

gripped thickness of the original plate to assure the loading axis was aligned such that it 

passed through the tested sample without any moment. A schematic view of a specimen 

is shown in Figure 4.1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 schematic view of a specimen 
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A total of 47specimens were prepared. The samples are summarized in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 specimen test programme 

Nanoparticles Percentages Araldite-420 Sikadur-30 
MWCNT manufactured by Sigma-

Aldrich Co 
0% Hand mixing 3samples 2 samples 

1% 6 samples 2 samples 
2% 2 samples 2 samples 
3% 2 samples NA 

MWCNT manufactured from NTP (N 
series) 

1% 4 samples NA 
2% 4 samples NA 
3% 4 samples NA 

Silicon Carbide (SiC) 0% Ultrasonic mix 2 samples 2 samples 
1% 2 samples 2 samples 
2% 2 samples 2 samples 
3% 2 samples 2 samples 

 

Due to the differences between the adhesives used, the nanoparticles (types and 

percentages) and mixing methods, a coding scheme is used to differentiate between the 

specimens. The first letter C differentiates the code from the adhesive naming system. 

Then the epoxy type (A for Araldite-420 and S for the Sikadur-30) is followed by the 

additives: C for the MWCNT and S for SiC powder. Then, the mixing method is 

recognized by M for mechanical-ultrasonic mixing without additives, H for the normal 

hand mixing without additives refers to MWCNT purchased from NTP suppliers. The 

first number is for the weight concentration percentages of the additives (1%, 2% and 

3%), and the last number is for the sample number. Figure 4.2 shows the coding scheme. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Specimen coding scheme 

CACN21
CFRP –steel specimen 

Adhesive type: A for Araldite 
and S for Sikadur 

Specimen number

Nanomaterials percentages

Nanomaterials types: C for MWCNT and S for SiC 
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Six foil strain gauges were attached on the top of the CFRP laminate surface; one at the 

joint, one at the free length and 4 others every 20 mm along the bonded length, as shown 

in Figure 4.1. 

Each specimen was loaded in tension on a 500 kN capacity Shimidzu testing machine 

with a loading rate of 2 mm/min at room temperature. Figure 4.6 shows the test set-up in 

the Shimidzu testing machine. 

 

4.3 Evaluation of testing setup  

To ensure the effectiveness of specimen arrangements , and to assure that there were no 

bending created through the CFRP laminate, a sample with the same properties as that in 

Figure 4.1 was tested  with strain gauges only at the free length of the CFRP laminate 

across the CFRP width on top and bottom. These gauges checked whether there were 

stress differences due to misalignment of the tensioning process across the thickness of 

the laminate. Araldite-420-hand mixing was used to attach the CFRP laminate to the steel 

plate. The strain gauges arrangement on the CFRP laminate free length on both sides is 

shown in Figure 4.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Top-view for CAH03 specimen 
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In Figure 4.4, the strains of three different positions of CFRP laminate from top and 

bottom sides are calculated. The figure shows that the strain curves for the three different 

positions are approaching the 45° line, which confirms the equality of the collected strain 

readings for three different positions. Hence, as there are no stress differences across the 

CFRP laminate, no moment changes were expected. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Strain from top and bottom sides of the specimen 

 

4.4 Strain calculation method: Photogramatry  

4.4.1 Introduction 

Photogrammetry is a technique for determining the three-dimensional geometry 

(location, size, and shape) of physical objects by measuring and analysing their two-

dimensional photographs. (Fraser, 2001) 

Photogrammetry has many attributes which make it an ideal tool for many engineering 

fields like topographic mapping, architecture, manufacturing, and quality control.   
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The advantages of using the non-contact strain measuring methods can be summarized as 

follows: 

(1) It is a non-contact technique that is capable of measuring difficult-to-access 

structures;  

(2) It is less labour-intensive;  

(3) It records a large amount of geometric information in a short time period by acquiring 

images;  

(4) It allows revisiting the visual records and performing additional analysis at a later 

time; and  

(5) It can be used as a convenient tool for routine measurement applications.  

Another advantage of photogrammetry over traditional gauges is that the former can 

measure 3-dimensional displacement, while the latter measure deflection in only one 

direction.(Ruinian,et.al.,2008) 

Many researchers at  Monash University have used the ARAMIS system to study  CFRP 

behaviour with different materials: Hii and Al-Mahaidi, (2006) used it to investigate the 

torsional strengthening of solid and box-section reinforced concrete beams with 

externally-bonded CFRP. ARAMIS has also been used to investigate the load-

deformation characteristics of reinforced concrete T-beams strengthened with CFRP 

plates (Lee and Al-Mahaidi ,2008 ) and to study the effect of changing the bond length 

and epoxy type on strength in double lap steel joint (Sabrina,2007).  
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4.4.2 Principles and components of the Photogrammetry system 

In photogrammetry, images are taken from camera stations positioned at close 

range to the object.  

The technique in the ARAMIS system used in the present research is based on 

photogrammetry and uses ordinary light, rather than coherent laser light. The major 

components of the ARAMIS system are: 

• Two digital high-speed cameras: 4M cameras with 50mm macro focal length 

lenses, computer-controlled, with resolution of 2048x2048 pixels. The maximum 

standard measuring volume for these cameras is 2000x2000x2000 mm3. The range 

of strain measurement is 0.05% to 100% and strain accuracy is 0.01%. These 

cameras work as digital data measurement devices that record and store 

information about the positions of the individual targets. 

• High performance PC system to evaluate the signals from the cameras 

Figure 4.5 shows the ARAMIS system components used in the present research.  
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Figure 4.5 ARAMIS photogrammetry system 

 

A random pattern with good contrast (white matt painting with a sprinkling of black 

spray) is applied along the surface of the bond length of the tested sample and deformed 

along the bond length. The collection of the data from the sample start by initial image 

processing to define a set of unique correlation areas known as macro-image facets, 

which are then tracked in each successive image with sub-pixel accuracy. The 

deformation of this sample under different load conditions is recorded by the cameras and 

evaluated using digital image processing. Using photogrammetric principles, the 3D 

coordinates of the surface of the specimen, which are related to the facets at each stage of 

load, can be calculated precisely. The results are the 3D contour of the component, the 

displacement, as well as the plane strain tensor. The strain distribution graph can be 

created for every stage (load level) individually and it is possible to see the image of 

every step of loading until failure. 
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Then, a secondary strain analysis is carried out using Microsoft EXCEL  to synchronize 

the data from image processing with the data from the loading machine and, if applicable, 

with the strain gauges.  

 

4.4.3 Comparing Photogrammetry and strain gauges results 

To test the robustness of the ARAMIS system, two CFRP-steel samples were prepared 

and tested using foil strain gauges and the ARAMIS system simultaneously to collect the 

strain from the top surface of the CFRP laminate. Figure 4.6 shows the test set-up in the 

Shimidzu testing machine. The wiring shown from the bond length side connects the 

strain gauges mounted on the CFRP laminate. The cameras were calibrated prior to the 

test. The strain gauges were set to provide data 3 times per second. Images were recorded 

at various load stages of the specimen according to the input value of delay, which was 5 

sec in this study. Therefore, the fifteenth reading from the strain gauges matched the first 

reading of the photogrammetry system and so on. In this way, testing was continued until 

failure of the specimen. Every effort was made to start the two systems (photogrammetry 

and load machine) at the same time.  
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Figure 4.6 Specimen fixed to test machine ready for  testing with aid of strain guages and 

ARAMIS system 

 

Figures 4.7 and 4.9 show the comparison between the foil strain gauges readings and the 

ARAMIS system readings across the CFRP-steel bond length. The figures indicate that e 

ARAMIS results were in very close correlation compared with the strain gauges. 

Therefore, the photogrammetry system was used for the testing of the rest of the 

specimens reported in this chapter, except for the “N-type” MWCNT-Araldite-420 series. 
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Figure 4.7 Strain distribution of CAH01 specimen along CFRP laminate surface by strain 
gauges and ARAMIS system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8 ARAMIS stages for CAH01 

 

 

Loading increase 
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Figure 4.9 Strain distribution of CAH02 specimen along CFRP laminate surface by strain 
gauges and ARAMIS system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.10 ARAMIS stages for CAH02 

 

Figures 4.8 and 4.10 show the increments of the strain along bond length through the load 

stages as the loading increased compared with the original stage image. 

Loading increase 
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It can be seen from the contour that the strain decreases from the loading edge to the end 

of the CFRP plate. 

 

4.5 Effect of mixing method 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, nanoparticles were mixed in the epoxies using the sonication 

mixing method. Since the sonication-only process does not affect Araldite-420 epoxy 

samples and has a positive effect on Sikadur-30 epoxy samples, it is worth studying the 

effect of sonication-only epoxies when used to bond CFRP laminates to steel. Also, it is 

essential to create reference data to study the nanoparticles additives effect. 

Table 4.2 summarises the ultimate strength of the tested specimens: 

Table 4.2 Ultimate stress of pure epoxy specimens 

Araldite-420 
specimens Ultimate stress MPa Sikadur-30 specimens Ultimate stress MPa 

CAH01 874.3 CSH01 654.3 
CAH02 995.7 CSH02 661.4 
CAH03 977.1 CSM01 735.7 
CAM01 988.6 CSM02 725.7 
CAM02 922.9 

 

Figure 4.11 shows the stress-strain diagram at unbounded length of CFRP laminate for 

hand- and sonication-mixed pure Araldite-420 specimens. The figure clearly shows that 

the failure mode is brittle, which becomes elastic all the way then breaks. 
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Figure 4.11 Effect of different mixing methods on Araldite-420 pure epoxy 

 

Due to the homogeneity of Araldite-420 part-A particles, sonication has an impervious 

affect on the behaviour of the specimens compared to hand-mixed specimens. Figure 

4.12-C shows failure surface images for CAM zooming using a light microscope up to 

50X. The image shows clearly that the failure happened at the first layers of the CFRP 

laminate, and their traces can easily be identified on the failure surface. The epoxy 

thickness wire is partially covered by couples of CF that support the previous conclusion. 

This type of failure was repeated for CAH and CAM specimens as shown in Figure 4.12. 
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(d)       (e) 

Figure 4.12 Failure surface of Araldite-420 pure specimens  
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Strain distribution across bonding length for CAM specimens is shown in Figure 4.12: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13 Strain distribution along pure sonicated Araldite-420 specimens 

 

As with Araldite-420, Sikadur-30 pure specimens fail in a brittle pattern as shown in 

Figure 4.14. Sonication increases the homogeneity of Sikadur-30 particles, as previously 

explained in Chapter 3. However, the high filler content of the Sikadur-30 will effect 

negatively on the shear strength of the epoxy layer. The failure mode in Sikadur-30 

specimens is partially delamination and partially failure in the epoxy layer, as shown in 

Figure 4.15. 
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Figure 4.14 Effect of different mixing methods on Sikadur-30 pure epoxy 

 

Figure 4.15 D and C, which shows images for CSH and CSM specimens taken by a light 

microscope, indicates that failures begin at the tip of the bonding length, near the steel 

edge, as a pure epoxy layer failure, where the thickness wires are free of epoxy or even 

embedded inside the epoxy. As the failure proceeds along the bond length, the failure 

mode changes to CF breakage and a trace of CFRP laminate embedded inside the epoxy 

layer starts showing at two thirds of bonding length. These fibres increase until a full 

layer of carbon fibre covers the epoxy layer. 
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Figure 4.15 Failure surface of Sikadur-30 pure specimens  

 

Figures 4.16 shows the strain distribution, using the ARAMIS system, along the bond 

lengths of CSH and CSM respectively. It is clear from the figure that strain gradually 
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decreases as the distance increases from the joint between the CFRP laminate and the 

steel. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.16 Strain distribution along pure sonicated and hand-mixed Sikadur-30 
specimens 

 

As demonstrated in Section 4.3,  due to the small thickness of CFRP laminate, the strain 

variation across the laminate thickness, and both longitudinal and shear deformations of 

the steel plates are sufficiently small to be ignored. Therefore, the strain recorded at the 

outer laminate face can be considered bonding adhesive strain.  

The stain is almost constant for the first 10 mm from the edge, because there is no 

resistance that may reduce or distribute the stresses. The constancy continues for a certain 

length of the bonding length; as the loading increases, this distance increases toward the 

middle of the bonding length then suddenly drops. A “drop point” is recognised at the 

first 20mm of the bonding length, increasing to reach 50 or 60mm as it approaches 

ultimate load.  
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This drop point is the point where the epoxy particles start distributing the stress across 

the bond length. As the load increases, the epoxy particles start to resist the stresses and 

distribute it to their neighbours which, in turn, resist and distribute, until the stress in the 

epoxy reaches a “saturation” point (epoxy ultimate strength) where it loses its ability to 

resist stress and distribute it across the bond length. This will happen when failure occurs.  

In the CAH and CAM samples, the drop point started at 10mm from bonding length for 

0.4Pult and gradually increased to reach 25mm from the bonding length as the load 

reached Pult. This small difference, compared with CSM and CSM specimens, is due to 

the small amount of elastic modulus that will affect stress distribution. 

For CSM specimens, the drop point reached nearly 50mm along the bonding length, and 

60 mm for CSH. The decrement in drop point location for CSM leads to the conclusion 

that as sonication increases the strength and decreases the elastic modulus (as mentioned 

in Chapter three), it also increases the strain distribution and shear strain resistance of 

Sikadur-30 particles. 

 

4.6 Effect of adding nanoparticles 

In recent years, CFRP systems modified with nanoparticles, known as 

‘‘multiscale” composites as they are reinforced with micro-scale fibres and nanoscale 

particles, have drawn significant attention in the field of advanced, high-performance 

materials. Most of the efforts in multiscale composites research have been focused on 

improving the strength properties by dispersing nanoparticles in the bulk of the matrix. 
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This approach benefits from the micro-scale reinforcement provided by traditional fibres 

and from the complementary reinforcement on the nanoscale offered by nanoparticles.  

To separate the effect of nanoparticles in epoxy used as adhesive from their  effect if used 

as matrix, this study used nanoparticles of different types and percentages of MWCNT 

and SiC nano-powder to reinforce structural epoxies (Araldite-420 and Sikadur-30) to 

bond CFRP laminate on steel plates. The results are reported in the following section. 

 

4.6.1 Effect of MWCNT 

MWCNT has different effects on the epoxies used in the present study, as mentioned in 

Chapter 3. These effects are repeated when the epoxies are used to attach CFRP 

laminates to steel. 

The MWCNT used had the following characteristics: diameter of 110-170nm, length 5-

9micrometer and 90+% purity, manufactured by Sigma-Aldrich Co. The same procedure of 

mixing MWCNT with epoxies was followed. The ultimate strength results from the 

testing of CAC group specimens are summarised in Table 4.3. 

 

Table 4.3 Ultimate stress of MWCNT specimens  

1% MWCNT Ultimate 
stress MPa 

2% MWCNT Ultimate 
stress MPa 

3% MWCNT Ultimate 
stress MPa 

CAC11 1282.9 CAC21 1475.7 CAC31 1131.4 
CAC12 1235.7 CAC22 1322.9 CAC32 1098.6 
CAC13 1255.7 
CAC14 1152.9 
CAC15 1234.3 
CAC16 1282.9 
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When the 1% of MWCNT is added to Araldite-420 epoxy, strength increases by 34% on 

average for hand-mixed Araldite-420 specimens. 2% of MWCNT gives the optimum 

increment in bonding of nearly 50% on average for hand-mixed samples. Only 20% 

increment in bond strength occurs when 3% MWCNT is added to the Araldite epoxy. 

Figure 4.17 shows the effect of adding different percentages of MWCNT to Araldite-420 

epoxy. The figure shows brittle failure as different MWCNT percentages are added to 

Araldite-420. 

Figures 4.18-4.20 show the failure surface images and the zoomed failure sections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.17 Effect of adding MWCNT to Araldite-420 
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(a)       (b) 

 

 

 

(c) 

Figure 4.18 Failure surface of CAC1 

2mm 

CFRP laminate fibers 
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    (b)                                                                      (c) 

 

 

 

 

(d)        (e) 

Figure 4.19 Failure surface of CAC2 
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 (a) 

 

 

 

                             (b)              (c) 

 

 

 

 

                 (d)                                                       (e) 

Figure 4.20 Failure surface of CAC3 

 

In general, the failure mode is a brittle-delamination failure in the first layer of CFRP 

laminate. The zoomed image of failure surfaces shows a full layer of CF attached 

2mm  2mm 

2mm 

Thickness Wire
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strongly to the epoxy layer. The failure surface shows different features when the 

MWCNT percentages increase: 1%MWCNT-Araldite specimens fail by pure 

delamination the CFRP laminate and the first few layers are lifted at the failure surface. It 

is not easy to recognize the bonding epoxy layer due to the thick CF debonded layer as 

shown in Figure 4.18-C. 

For 2% MWCNT, the epoxy is so strong that the delamination failure develops to steel-

epoxy layer failure, as shown in Figure 4.19-E. Figure 4.19-B shows the thickness wire 

half covered with CF. The delaminated laminate is thicker than for  the 1% and 3% 

MWCNT and  the laminate breaks at the middle of the  bond length as shown in Figure 

4.19-E. 

When the percentage of MWCNT is increased to 3%, the failure becomes a fracture in 

the CFRP laminate at the middle of the bond length as shown in Figure 4.20-B. The 

laminate then delaminates from the adhesive surface and continues to the end of the 

bonding length as shown in Figure 4.20-C. Figure 4.21 shows the strain distribution along 

the CFRP laminate surface. 
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Figure 4.21 Strain distribution along CAC specimens 

 

As mentioned before, the strain along the CFRP laminate remains constant until it 

reaches the steel edge. Then the adhesive continues to distribute the stresses until the 

strain reaches 20-40mm from the free edge, at which point the strain starts to absorb and 

distribute stress until it reaches the other end of the joint. 
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4.6.2 Effect of different types of MWCNT: 

To test the effect of using another type of MWCNT with Araldite-420, the MWCNT 

purchased from NTP Co. with diameter of 60-100nm, length 1-2micrometers and 95+% 

purity was used. 1%, 2% and 3% of the new MWCNT was mixed with Araldite-420 to 

prepare a new test series.  

Table 4.4 summarises the percentages and the ultimate loads for the new series. 

 

Table 4.4 Ultimate stress of new MWCNT type specimens  

 

Figure 4.22 which show the effect of adding different MWCNT percentages 

manufactured by NTP Co. The failure mode continues to be brittle and the ultimate 

stresses are near the averages of the previous MWCNT type. 

 

 

 

 

1% NTP 
MWCNT 

Ultimate stress 
MPa 

2% NTP 
MWCNT 

Ultimate stress 
MPa 

3% NTP 
MWCNT 

Ultimate 
stress MPa 

CACN11 1068.6 CACN21 1307.1 CACN31 1207.1 
CACN12 902.9 CACN22 1414.3 CACN32 1142.9 
CACN13 918.6 CACN23 1534.3 CACN33 1088.6 
CACN14 1035.7 CACN24 1465.7 CACN34 1165.7 
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Figure 4.22 Effect of “NTP” MWCNT type on Araldite-420 

Figure 4.23 shows the strain distribution along bond length. This figure shows no  have 

major changes from the results for the old MWCNT. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.23 Strain distribution along CACN specimens 
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Adding MWCNT to Sikadur-30 has a different effect. The results show a slight increment 

from hand mixing and even a reduction in ultimate strength of MWCNT (manufactured 

by Sigma-Aldrich Co) mixed with Sikadur-30 compared with hand-mixed and sonicated 

pure Sikadur-30 specimens. Table 4.5 and Figure 4.24 summarise the effect of adding 1% 

and 2% of MWCNT to Sikadur-30. 

 Table 4.5 Ultimate stress of CSC specimens 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.24 Effect of adding MWCNT to Sikadur-30 

1% of MWCNT mixed with Sikadur-30 will enhance the strength from an average of 

47.2kN for sonication only specimens to an average of 47.3kN.Averages of44.1kN are 

1% 
MWCNT 

Ultimate 
stress MPa 

2% 
MWCNT 

Ultimate 
stress MPa 

CSC11 761.4 CSC21 640.0 

CSC12 744.3 CSC22 620.0 
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measured when the MWCNT percentage is increased to 2%. As explained in the previous 

chapter, negligible effects, and even a reduction, are expected when MWCNT is mixed 

with Sikadur-30. A further reduction is reported due to the small adhesive thickness (0.5 

mm), resulting in the MWCNT being easily distributed inside this thickness in large 

numbers, but not  the micro-fillers contained in Sikadur-30. The strain distribution along 

bonding length is summarised in Figure 4.25. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.25 Strain distribution along CSC specimens 

 

The same failure mode is repeated as for the hand-mixed and pure sonicated specimens: 

epoxy layer failure developed after 20-50mm from bonding length to a full plate 

delamination, as is clearly shown in Figure 4.26. 
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Figure 4.26 Failure surfaces of CSC specimens 

 

4.6.3 MWCNT specimens failure  

Any failure mechanisms activated by fibre breakage or delamination are directly related 

to the bonding adhesive. These mechanisms include adhesive yielding or cracking 

beneath the broken fibre tip, where the maximum stress concentration occurs, followed 

by crack propagation or increase of the matrix volume where shear yielding occurs 

(Kostopoulos, 2009). 

Fibre damage, fibre breakage and adhesive layer cracking are the phenomena responsible 

for resistance increases. Adhesive layer cracking is the main damage mechanism in the 

early stage of loading. 
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With delamination failure, and in the presence of MWCNTs, even low contents of 1% 

and 2% by weight, lead to a significant increase in the fracture energy of the laminates 

(about 50%). This trend is closely connected to initial crack bridging by MWCNT, which 

requires extra energy, additional to that needed for crack initiation and propagation 

within the material. The MWCNT-enhanced adhesive transfers the stress efficiently, such 

that no stress concentrations are seen through the CFRP laminate except for the first 

layers of CF where the high stress could not re-distribute across the laminate depth. 

Nevertheless, for large addition of MWCNT, the viscosity of the resin increased leading 

to high shear during sonication. As a consequence, the MWCNT agglomerations are not 

under high shear forces and therefore it is not possible to break them and achieve an even 

MWCNT dispersion, resulting in a material with agglomerations, which act as defects in 

adhesive, and thus low mechanical properties. 

 

4.7 Effect of adding SiC 

In the search for materials which enhance epoxy behaviour, bulk SiC is known as a 

ceramic material with high hardness, wear resistance, high temperature stability, and 

chemical inertness. However, the lack of anchoring between the SiC particles and the 

epoxies sometimes has some negative effects, as explained in Chapter 3.  

In this section, test results for a set of CFRP laminates attached to steel plate by SiC 

enhanced epoxies are reported. 

1%,2% and 3 %  by weight of SiC nanofillers, with particle sizes< 100nm,and density of 

3.22 g/ml at 25 °C, were mixed with Araldite-420 and Sikadur-30 following the  mixing 
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procedures set out in Chapter 3, were  used in this test set. Table 4.6 shows the test 

results. 

 

Table 4.6 Ultimate stress of CAS specimens 

1% SiC Ultimate 
stress MPa 2% SiC Ultimate 

stress MPa 3%SiC Ultimate 
stress MPa 

CAS11 992.0 CAS21 574.4 CAS31 863.0 

CAS12 954.0 CAS22 522.9 CAS32 746.0 

 

A strength reduction in CFRP-steel joint using SiC was expected as the major properties 

had been reduced when tested under direct tensile, as reported in Chapter 3. 

Figure 4.27 shows the stress-strain behaviour for different percentages of SiC mixed with 

Araldite-420 compared with hand-mixed and sonicated pure Araldite-420 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.27 Effect of different SiC percentages on Araldite-420 specimens 
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Although the failure load for 1% SiC mixed Araldite-420 doesnot increase much from the 

hand-mixed and sonication pure epoxy, the failure mode is full delamination for the first 

layer of CFRP laminate with a large trace of CF on the adhesive surface, as shown in 

Figure 4.28. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2% SiC specimen failure does not changed from the previous test series: pure 

delamination failure for the first plate layer with a trace of CF still attached to the epoxy, 

as shown in Figure 4.29. 

 

Figure 4.28 Failure surface of CAS1 
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Figure 4.29 Failure surface of CAS2 specimens 

 

When the SiC percentages increase to 3%, the ultimate strength remains less than the 

pure epoxy specimens. However, the failure mode begins to be a breakage in the CF , and 

the delaminated layer starts to become thicker, resulting in some full thickness laminates 

remaining attached to the adhesive surface, as shown in Figure 4.30.  
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Figure 4.30 Failure surface of CAS3 

 

Adding SiC to Araldite-420 does not increase the strength or the elastic modulus of the 

epoxy, on which the delamination depends. However, the friction between the SiC 

nanoparticles, due to their wear-resistance and the laminate surface is so significant that 

the stress concentrates on the tips of the CF, which creates major stress leading to 

breakage of the fibres. 

Figure 4.31 shows the strain distribution along the bonding length of Araldite-420 SiC 

enhanced epoxy. 
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Figure 4.31 Strain distribution along CAS specimens 

 

Adding SiC to Sikadur-30 has a positive effect on ultimate strength when 1% wt is added. 

This increment is followed by a decrement when 2% is added, while the addition of . 

3%SiC returns the ultimate strength to the pure epoxy level, as summarised in Table 4.7. 
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Table 4.7 Ultimate stress of CSS specimens 

 

Figure 4.32  shows the effect of adding SiC to Sikadur in different percentages on the 

stress-strain behaviour. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.32 Effect of SiC on Sikadur-30 

 

Due to their size, the SiC nanoparticles can be present in significant numbers in a small 

zone such as adhesive thickness, while the micro-fillers, with which Sikadur-30 is filled, 

barely fit in such small zone. These fillers prevent the nanoparticles from working as 

reinforcement elements and even reduce the superior wear resistance properties of SiC 

nanoparticles by working as rollers that the CFRP laminate tumbles along on the 

1% SiC Ultimate 
stress MPa 2% SiC Ultimate 

stress MPa 3%SiC Ultimate 
stress MPa 

CSS11 782.9 CSS21 554.3 CSS31 620.7 

CSS12 752.9 CSS22 579.0 CSS32 666.7 
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adhesive surface. The slight increments in strength for 1% SiC and the unchanged 

strength for the 3% SiC are due to the ability to transfer the stress from the laminate to 

the steel which depends on the tensile strength and elastic modulus. These two properties 

are tested in Chapter 3 and the decrement in strength in 2%SiC is due to these decrements 

of strength and elastic modulus. 

Figures 4.33-4.4.35 show a single failure mode that recurred for different SiC 

percentages, regardless of adhesive strength, modulus of elasticity and ultimate strength 

of the system. The failure mode is typical as it starts with adhesive epoxy layer failure. 

Then the depth of the failure surface becomes shallower, reaching the CFRP laminate, 

where its first layer starts to delaminate, leaving a trace of CF on the adhesive surface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.33 Failure surface of CSS1 

Thickness Wire
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Figure 4.34 Failure surface of CSS2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.35 Failure surface of CSS3 specimens 
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This type of failure can be traced through strain distribution along the bonding length, as 

shown in Figure 4.36. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.36 Strain distribution along CSS specimens 

 

The strain distributions for the Sikadur specimens differ from those of Araldite in that the 

Sikadur samples have a sudden, easily-recognised drop in strain near the middle of the 

bond length, where the failure starts to transfer to delamination.  

At the beginning of the bond length, the stress levels are high, and  the weakest point at 

that place is the epoxy layer, which has micro-fillers. These work as  rollers and help the  

adhesive’s accumulated particles around the SiC to roll on each other and create micro-
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cracks that store stress at its tips, but not enough to fail. Due to the superior wear 

resistance properties of the SiC, the CF are attached strongly to it.  

When the stress level increases, the adhesive micro cracks at the beginning of the 

bonding length develop to become total failure and the stress starts to transfer to the 

remaining bond length. The stress level is so high that the CF cannot continue to transfer 

and distribute the stress and therefore fails at its weakest point. The CF tips start to break 

and failure starts at the middle of the bond length and smear both sides. The CF continues 

to delaminate up to the end of the bonding length due to the direction of the stress 

redistribution and fails in the adhesive layer due to the presence of micro cracks, which 

hoard the stress at their tips.  

 

4.8 Summary 

In the present research, a series of single lap samples were tested. The adhesives used 

were modified by the addition of different types and percentages of nanoparticles. The 

following conclusions can be drawn from the tested specimens: 

• The comparisons of the strain distribution obtained by measurements by  gauges 

and  the photogrammetry system show that the latter technique not only can 

complement, but also replace traditional measurement techniques. 

• When Araldite-420 is used, joint strength increases as the percentage of MWCNT 

increases until it reaches 2%, which is the optimum percentage with strength 
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increase of 50%.Then the strength decreases due to the agglomeration of the 

nanoparticles. 

• Slight differences in the length, diameter and purity of mixed MWCNT have a 

negligible effect on joint strength. 

• SiC nanopowder has a negative effect on the strength of Araldite-420 joints due to 

agglomeration that prevents the epoxy from distributing the strength. 

• Sikadur-30 joints have the same failure pattern because of the micro- fillers in the 

epoxy and prevent nanoparticles from playing a reinforcing role. The 

nanoparticles also play  a role in the acceleration of CFRP laminate delamination 

failure. 
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Chapter Five 

A Model-Based Simulation of CFRP-Steel Bond Failure Us-

ing the Material Point Method 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Although the use of the lightweight CFRP instead of heavy and bulky steel plates in 

retrofitting old or damaged steel structures has increased , this increment has been 

limited due to the absence of a clear understanding of how the epoxy layer in CFRP-

steel joints behaves at each loading stage. Therefore, many experimental (Fawzia et 

al., 2005; 2007; Schnerch et al.,2004; Colombi and Poggi 2006 ; Jiao  and Zhao 

2004;Xia and Teng 2005 among others) and theoretical studies (Fawzia et al.,2006 ; 

Wu et al., 1998 ; Yin and Wu 2001 ) have been conducted to investigate the mechani-

cal responses of CFRP-steel joint systems under various loading conditions. However, 

many of the past numerical studies (Fawzia et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2008; Teng and Hu 

2007 ; among others) focused on the design and structural performance of the CFRP-

steel joint systems and paid limited attention to the mechanical behaviour of the adhe-

sive layer, which results in an inadequate understanding of how the adhesive layer 

between the CFRP and steel performs during the loading and failure stages. This 

situation is partially due to the absence of an effective interfacial debonding model for 

the simulation of the failure of CFRP-steel bonds.  

A detailed numerical study using the Material Point Method (MPM), focusing on 

CFRP-steel double lap and single lap joints is thus proposed in this chapter to gain a 

better understanding of the CFRP-steel debonding failure mechanism. 
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In the proposed approach, an elasto-plasticity model with linear hardening and soften-

ing laws is used to model the bonded materials. The MPM, which does not employ 

fixed mesh-connectivity, is adopted as a robust spatial discretisation method to ac-

commodate the multi-scale discontinuities involved in the CFRP-steel bond failure 

process.  

To demonstrate the potential of the proposed model-based simulation approach, a pa-

rametric study is conducted on previously investigated CFRP-steel specimens re-

ported by other researchers, to investigate the effects of bond length and loading rate 

on the failure modes of CFRP-steel joint systems. Then, the MPM is used to simulate 

the currently tested pure epoxy CFRP-steel specimens. The simulation results not only 

well match the available experimental data but also provide a better understanding of 

the physics underlying the combined CFRP/epoxy layer delamination process.  

 

5.2 Material Point Method 

5.2.1 Background 

Recently, several kinds of meshless methods for spatial discretization have 

been proposed in the computational mechanics community. Since these meshless 

methods do not use grid mesh connectivity as compared with conventional mesh 

based methods, such as FEM and the finite difference method, they have been applied 

to some complex problems of current interests such as impact, contact, localization, 

crack propagation, penetration, preformation, and fragmentation. 

As one of the innovative spatial discretization methods, MPM is an extension to solid 

mechanics problems of a hydrodynamics code called FLIP that, in turn, evolved from 

the Particle-in-Cell Method dating back to the pioneering work of Harlow (1964). The 

motivation of the development was to simulate challenging problems such as im-
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pact/contact, penetration and machine processing with history dependent internal state 

variables ,as shown in various publication about MPM(Sulsky et al.,1994;1995; Shen 

and Chen,2005; Zhou et al., 1999 ; Ionescu et al., 2006 and Guilkey et al., 2003; 

among others). 

The main difference between the FEM and the MPM in modelling delamination type 

of failure is there is no fixed mesh connectivity involved in the MPM. Therefore, the 

complete decohesion or separation would occur if the material strength is totally or 

nearly totally lost. In other words, a material point would be separated from the origi-

nal continuum body (which may occur in experiments) if there is no internal interac-

tion between the fully failed point with zero or near zero strength and the body with 

non-zero strength. 

The key advantage of MPM is to make use of both the Eulerian and Lagrangian 

methods while avoiding the shortcomings of each. In comparison with other meshless 

methods, the MPM appears to be less complex with a cost factor of at most twice that 

associated with the use of corresponding finite element (Chen et al .,2005). In addi-

tion, the use of the single –valued mapping function in the MPM results in a natural 

no-slip contact/impact scheme without invoking master/slave nodes so that no inter-

penetration would occur in multi-body interaction problems. Without using the fixed 

mesh connectivity in the MPM, the complete decohesion or separation of material can 

be effectively modelled after the material strength is totally lost.  

 

5.2.2 MPM governing equations and their weak forms 

In the MPM, a mesh of Lagrange material points is used to discretise one or more 

solid bodies. The interaction of the material point is calculated on a background Eule-

rian or spatial finite element mesh on which the momentum equation is solved. Mate-
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0=+⋅∇ dt
dρρ v

t
px

rial point quantities are updated from the solution on the Eulerian mesh with mapping 

function. 

The complete algorithm consists of the following steps: an initialisation phase where 

information is transferred from the material points to a grid; a Lagrangian phase 

where the equations of motion are solved in an updated Lagrangian frame on the grid; 

followed by a convective phase where the particles are updated and the grid is rede-

fined. (Chen et al., 2002). 

The key feature of the MPM is the use of the same set of nodal basis functions for 

both the mapping from material points to cell nodes, and the mapping from cell nodes 

to material points. As a result, the use of the single-valued mapping functions yields a 

natural no-slip contact/impact scheme so that no inter-penetration would occur for 

penetration problems. 

The MPM discretises a continuum body with the use of a finite set of Np material 

points in the original configuration that are tracked throughout the deformation proc-

ess. Let      (p = 1, 2, …, Np) denote the current position of material point p at time t. 

Each material point at time t has an associated mass Mp, density t
pρ , displacement t

pu , 

velocity t
pv , Cauchy stress tensor t

ps , strain , and any other internal state variables 

necessary for constitutive modelling. Thus, these material points provide a Lagrangian 

description of the continuum body.  

The governing equations are based on the conservation equation for momentum: 

abs ρρ =+∇⋅s                      (5.1) 

and the mass conservation equation: 

                          (5.2) 
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supported by suitable constitutive equations and kinematic relations between dis-

placement and strain.  ss(x,t)denotes the specific stress which is defined to be the 

Cauchy stress divided by density, ρ(x,t) . The specific body force is b(x,t) ,v(x,t) is the 

velocity and the acceleration is a(x,t). x is the current position of material point at cer-

tain time t. 

The weak form of the conservation of momentum can be found, based on the standard 

procedure used in the finite element method, to be 

∫∫∫∫ ΩΩΩ
Ω∇−⋅+Ω⋅=Ω⋅ ddSdd cS

s wswcbwaw s :ρρρρ      (5.3) 

in which w denotes the test function, sc  is the specific traction vector (i.e., traction 

divided by mass density), Ω is the current configuration of the continuum, and Sc is 

that part of the boundary with a prescribed traction. The test function w is assumed to 

be zero on the boundary with a prescribed displacement. Since the whole continuum 

body is described with the use of a finite set of material points (mass elements), the 

mass density term can be written as 

( ) ( )∑
=

−=
pN

p

t
ppMt

1
, xxx δρ                     (5.4) 

where δ  is the Dirac delta function with dimension of the inverse of volume. The sub-

stitution of Equation 5.4 into Equation 5.3 converts the integrals to the sums of quan-

tities evaluated at the material points; namely 

 

 

                                                                                                                           (5.5) 
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with h being the thickness of the boundary layer . The interactions among different 

material points are reflected only through the gradient terms, which necessitates the 

use of a background mesh, as can be observed from Equation 5.5. 

To do so, the computational mesh is constructed of 2-mode cells for one-dimensional 

problems,4 node cells for 2-dimensional and 8 for 3-dimensional problems. These 

cells are employed to define standard nodal basis function Ni(x), associated with spa-

tial nodes xi(t),i=1,2,....,Nn with Nn being the total number of mesh nodes.  

The nodal basis functions are assembled from conventional finite element shape func-

tions. For instance, the shape functions for a 4-node cell is given by: 

 

)111 η−−= ξ)((N                   (5.6A) 

)12 η−= ξ(N                             (5.6B) 

ηξN =3                                        (5.6C) 

ηξ)(N −= 14                                        (5.6D) 

 

in which ” and η are the natural coordinates of a material point in the cell along x and 

y directions, respectively The coordinate of any material point in a cell can be repre-

sented by: 

                                                   (5.7)
 

 

If the displacements of any material point in a cell are defined by the nodal displace-

ments, )(tt
iu , the displacement 

                 (5.8) 
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Since the same basic functions are used for both spatial coordinates and displace-

ments, kinematic compatibility demands that the basis functions must advect with the 

material, as in an updated Lagrangian framework. In other words, the material time 

rates of the basis functions must be zero.  

Hence, it follows that the velocity, acceleration and test function for any material 

point in a cell are represented by 

  

                               (5.9) 

 

                             (5.10) 

and  

                    (5.11) 

 

with t
iv , t

ia  and t
iw being nodal velocities ,accelerations and test functions respec-

tively.  

The use of Equations 5.7-5.11 ensures that the associated vectors are continuous 

across the cell boundary. However, the gradients of these vectors are not continuous 

across the cell boundary due to the use of linear shape functions. The variables evalu-

ated at material points are related to the nodal values through the shape functions, as 

can be seen from Equations 5.7-5,11. Substituting Equations 5.10 and 5.11 into Equa-

tion 5.5 yields: 

 

                           (5.12) 

 

at time t, in Equation 5.12, the consistent mass matrix is given by 
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                       (5.13) 

 

with corresponding lumped nodal masses 

 

                        (5.14) 

 

The discrete specific traction and body force takes the form of 

              (5.15) 

 

                       (5.16) 

with ),(, tt
p

sts
p xcc = , and ),( tt

p
t
p xbb = . 

Alternatively, if the vector b is a known function of position and time, as for gravity, 

then the nodal body force can be computed directly by 

t
i

t
p

t
i mt),(xbb =                     (5.17) 

Since t
iw are arbitrary except where the components of displacement are prescribed, 

Equation 5.12 becomes 

                   (5.18) 

for a lumped mass matrix, where the internal force vector is given by 

 

                           (5.19) 

 

with ),(xss , tt
p

sts
p = and t

p
i

t
pi N

x
)(xG ∇= and the external force vector is 

                       (5.20) 
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As can be observed from Equations 5.14 - 5.16, and 5.19, the shape function is used 

to map the information from material points to the nodes of the cell containing these 

points. The information from the particle would be equally mapped to the cell nodes, 

if the material point is located in the centre of a cell, as can be found from the shape 

functions defined in Equation 5.6.  

An explicit time integrator is used to solve Equation 5.17 for the nodal accelerations, 

with the time step satisfying the stability condition, i.e., the critical time step,∆t, being 

the smallest ratio of the cell size to the wave speed inside modelled material given by 

ρ
E

t xΔ
=Δ

                   (5.21)
 

Where ∆x is smallest cell dimension, E is elastic modulus for the material. 

For small displacements, the spatial discretisation via the MPM is equivalent to that 

via the FEM using Gauss points at the same locations as those of the material points 

in each cell. Therefore, the convergence behaviour of the explicit time integrator used 

to solve Equation 5.17 is similar to that employed to integrate the corresponding equa-

tion in the FEM. However, no consistent theoretical results have been obtained for the 

convergence behaviours of time integrators when large deformations and the transi-

tion from continuous to discontinuous failure modes occur.  

After the solution of the motion equations on the cell nodes, which also controlled by 

boundary conditions, the new nodal values of velocity are then used to update the po-

sition of the material points. The gradient of the nodal basis function evaluated at the 

material point position is used to determine the strain increment for each material 

point. The corresponding stress increment can be found from the constitutive model. 

The material points can carry and transport any internal state variables that are as-

signed to them. The computational cycle for this time step is complete when the mate-
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rial points are completely updated. The computational mesh used in the current cycle 

is discarded, and a new mesh is defined for the next time step, in the spirit of the up-

dated Lagrangian frame.  

 

5.3 MPM evaluation 

5.3.1 Pre-tested specimens simulation 

 

In this section, the effectiveness of the MPM for investigating the failure mechanism 

of the CFRP-steel system is verified by comparing the MPM simulation results with 

the previous experimental data of double lapped CFRP-steel system under shear load-

ing (Fawzia, 2007). 

In the experimental programme (Fawzia , 2007), each CFRP layer consisted of three 

CFRP sheets 50 mm wide with lengths of 40, 50, 70 or 80 mm. The CFRP sheets 

were bonded together using 0.2 mm thick epoxy layers. One CFRP layer was then at-

tached to each side of two 5mm thick, 50mm wide steel plates using a 0.2 mm thick 

epoxy layer, as demonstrated in Figure 5.1. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Side view of the CFRP-steel double lap joint tested in (Fawzia,2007) 

 

All specimens were tested up to failure under tensile loading at the rate of 2mm/min. 

Since the total thickness of specimen (7 mm) is much smaller than its width (50 mm), 

5mm

0.2mm
0.98mm 

Combined layer 
Epoxy layer 

Bonding lengthL1 
Steel plate 

Quarter modelled by MPM
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it is reasonable to assume that no significant stress or strain changes will occur in the 

width direction under uniformly distributed load at the ends of the steel plates. There-

fore, the MPM simulation could be simplified into a two-dimensional plane strain 

problem. Due to the symmetrical conditions in the X and Y directions, only a quarter 

of the CFRP-steel system is modelled in the MPM, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Schematic of (Fawzia,2007) specimens modelled using the MPM. 

 

In the MPM, the specimen is divided into three different materials layers, namely, 2.5 

mm thick steel layer, 0.2 mm thick epoxy layer, and 0.98 mm thick combined 

CFRP/epoxy layer, as shown in Figure 5.2. Figure 5.2 and all Figures shows de-

formed shape of tested specimens magnified by a factor of 10 in Y direction com-

pared to X direction. This magnification increases the chance to follow up the studied 

failure surfaces(usually on the CFRP or adhesive layers). To ensure that there are, at 

least, two material point layers in each part along the thickness direction, a mesh size 

of 0.1 mm high and 1 mm long is chosen to discretise the CFRP-steel joint system. A 

constant velocity of 2mm/min is applied to the right edge of the steel plate to simulate 

the displacement controlled loading in the experiment.  

Since the combined CFRP/epoxy layer consists of 3 CFRP sheets and 2 epoxy layers, 

the mechanical properties of the combined CFRP/epoxy layer are dependent on its 
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components and their corresponding thicknesses. Following the work of Fawzia et.al 

(2006), the equivalent mechanical properties such as strength, elastic modulus and 

Poisson’s ratio are used in this study. For example, the equivalent modulus of the 

combined CFRP/epoxy layer is calculated by  

fe

ffee
CFRP tt

tEtE
E

+
+

=                 (5.22) 

where Ee and Ef are the elastic moduli of the epoxy and CFRP sheet, respectively, te 

the thickness of the epoxy, and tf the thickness of the CFRP sheet. For the purpose of 

simplicity, a linear elasto-plasticity model is adopted to describe steel, CFRP and ep-

oxy. The proposed elasto-plasticity model with linear hardening and softening laws 

for epoxy is presented in Figure 5.3 and the models for the steel and combined 

CFRP/epoxy layer are shown in Figure 5.4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3. An elasto-plasticity model with linear hardening and softening laws for 
epoxy layer. 
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Figure 5.4. Linear elasto-plasticity constitutive model for steel and combined CFRP-
epoxy layer. 

 

The key mechanical properties of steel, CFRP and epoxy used in this study are given 

in Table 5.1. 

 

Table 5.1. Mechanical properties for the materials of double lap shear specimens 

 

The uniaxial and homogenized stress-strain curve of Figures 5.3 and 5.4 has been ex-

tended to a biaxial stress state using von Mises’ yield criterion to predict the yielding 

stage of the materials. 

 

5.3.2 Simulation results 

5.3.2.1 Bond length effect 

The MPM simulation is evaluated by comparing the simulation results with available 

experimental data. The load-deflection curves for 40mm, 50mm, 70mm and 80mm 

 CFRP sheet Steel plate Epoxy CFRP/epoxy 
Combined Layer

Elastic Modules (GPa) 215 195 1.9 130 
Yield Strength (MPa) 1610 360 30 979 

Plastic Strength (MPa) 1710 484 32 1040
Poisson Ratio 0.28 0.25 0.21 0.25 
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bond lengths obtained from the experiments (Fawzia, 2007) are compared with the 

corresponding MPM simulations in Figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8, respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5.Comparison of load displacement behaviour of bond length 40mm. 

Figure 5.6.Comparison of load displacement behaviour of bond length 50mm. 
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of load displacement behaviour of bond length 80mm. 

 

As can be seen from the figures, for the CFPR-steel joint under loading rate of 

2mm/min, the MPM simulation results match the experimental data well. Further-

more, the MPM simulation is able to provide the unloading section of the load-

deflection curve with the use of the constitutive models containing softening regime. 

The comparisons of the ultimate loads of the steel-CFRP joints predicted by the MPM 

and measured in the experiment are given in Table 5.2.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.7.Comparison of load displacement behaviour of bond length 70mm. 
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Table 5.2 Comparisons of experimental data and MPM results 

 

With a difference ranging from -1.3% to 7.02%, the simulated load carrying capacity 

is in close agreement with experimental measurements.  

To study the effect of increasing the bonding length above the effective length, 90mm 

and 100mm bonding lengths have been modelled as shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9 Load displacement behaviour of simulated bond length 90mm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.10 Load displacement behaviour of simulated bond length 100mm 

Bond Length L1 
(mm) 

Ultimate Load (kN) 
Test 

2mm/min 
MPM 

2mm/min 
MPM 

20mm/min 
MPM 

200mm/min 
40 49.90 51.99 69 72 
50 69.80 68.9 78.6 82.4 
70 80.80 86.91 90.55 93.11 
80 81.3 81.39 90.8 94.5 
90 NA 74.14 87.7 90.3 
100 NA 79.3 85.9 90.6 
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As the bond length increases above the optimum bond length, the ultimate strength 

ceases increasing. However, the behaviour of the specimens becomes more ductile 

and the displacements continue to increase. 

Furthermore, the numerically simulated and experimentally measured distributions of 

the normal strain εxx along the top surface of the combined CFRP/epoxy for the bond 

lengths of 70mm and 80mm at time t=tfailure are compared in Figures 5.11 and 5.12, 

respectively. It is evident that the simulated strain distributions are consistent with 

those measured experimentally. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.11 Normal strain distribution in the combined CFRP/epoxy layer with bond 
length of 70mm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.12 Normal strain distribution in the combined CFRP/epoxy layer with bond 
length of 80mm. 
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The failure pattern is very important for understanding the performance of the steel-

CFRP joint system because it provides a detailed view of the evolution of the system 

failure. Figures 5.13-5.16 show the actual deformation patterns of the specimens with 

bond lengths of 40mm, 50mm, 70mm and 80mm, respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  (a) t=0.9tfailure     (b) t=tfailure 

Figure 5.13 Deformed shapes for 40mm bond length at different times. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  (a) t=0.9tfailure     (b) t=tfailure 

Figure 5.14 Deformed shape for 50mm bond length at different times. 
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     (a) t=0.9tfailure    (b) t=tfailure 

Figure 5.15 Deformed shape for 70mm bond length at different times. 

 

 

 

 

 

      (a) t=0.9tfailure      (b) t=tfailure 

Figure 5.16 Deformed shape for 80mm bond length at different times. 

 

In the experiments (Fawzia , 2007), the main failure scheme was a bonding failure 

inside the combined CFRP/epoxy layer, as shown in Figure 5.17. 
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Figure 5.17 Experimental failure mode for 50 and 70 mm bond length (Fawzia,2007) 

 

These failure patterns are effectively simulated by the MPM, as shown in Figures 

5.13-5.16. It appears from  Figures 5.13(a), 5.14(a), 5.15(a) and 5.16(a) that the sam-

ples start to show a distortion at the upper part of the composite layer when time t is at 

90% of the complete failure time. This distortion is observed in all simulated speci-

mens with different degrees of clarity when the bond length varies. In the 40 mm 

bond length case, the distortion evolves to become a full and clear delamination 

within the composite layer lower than where the distortion starts as reported in Figure 

5.13(b). In the 50mm and 70 mm bond length samples, the distortion develops to be-

come a combination of separation within the combined layer and a rupture near the 

end of the bonding length, as presented in Figures 5.14(b) and 5.15(b). When the bond 
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length increases to 80mm, which is the optimum bond length according to Fawzia 

(2007), the failure becomes a delamination pattern similar to but not as clear as that of 

40mm bond length as demonstrated in Figure 5.16(b). 

Generally, the failure is brittle and the brittleness of the system decreases as 

the bond length increases. This may be due to the ductile properties of the epoxy bond 

affecting the mechanical properties of the combined CFRP/epoxy layer. The change 

of the failure mode from delamination to a combination of delamination and rupture 

failure is due to the different stress distribution along the bond length direction. As the 

epoxy layer length increases, the effectiveness of transferring the stress from steel 

plate to the CFRP layer increases due to the high ductility of the epoxy layer com-

pared with the CFRP layer. Figures 5.18-5.21 demonstrate the normalized shear stress 

τxy distribution along the bond length direction at time t=0.9tfailure and t=tfailure for bond 

lengths of 40mm, 50mm, 70mm and 80mm respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.18 Shear stress distribution along 40 mm bond length samples at the failure 
layer. 
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Figure 5.19. Shear stress distribution along 50 mm bond length samples at the failure 

layer. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.20. Shear stress distribution along 70 mm bond length samples at the failure 
layer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.21. Shear stress distribution along 80 mm bond length samples at the failure 

layer. 
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The straight part of the 0.9tfailure curve shows that the stresses are fully transferred 

from steel plate to the CFRP layer. Figures 5.18-5.21 clearly show that the straight 

part of the stress on 0.9 tfailureends at 15 mm for 40 mm bond length, increasing to 30 

mm for 70 mm bond length and stays constant as the bond length increases. This con-

stancy is consistent with the fact that the optimum bonding length falls between 

70mm and 80mm, when the epoxy layer reaches its limit of stress transfer. As the 

time approaches failure, the shear stress is more evenly distributed in the short bond 

specimen that in the long bond specimen. Therefore, in a CFRP-steel system with a 

short bond, the concentration of shear stress is not sufficient to cause a rupture failure. 

Instead, the shear stress will be evenly distributed along the bond length, which al-

lows more material points in the epoxy bond layer to reach the failure stress almost 

simultaneously, as shown in Figure 5.18, and leads to a clear delamination, which can 

be observed in Figure 5.11. For the specimen with the longer bond, the maximum 

shear stress is reached before the shear stress is evenly distributed along the bond 

length, as presented in Figures 5.19 and 5.20, which will lead to a rupture failure at 

the stress concentration point. This point (around 25 mm from the steel edge for 50 

mm bond length and 30mm for 70 mm bond length) works as a separation point that 

stops stress distribution, which leads to the build up of stress before it and the disap-

pearance of stress after it. Therefore, failure occurs due to stress concentration on the 

bonding length before this point.  

For the even longer bond length (80 mm), the shear stresswill first concentrate at a 

certain point and cause a rupture failure at that point, as previously clarified. How-

ever, the un-delaminated part of the bond will be long enough to allow for stress re-

distribution and to cause delamination, as can be seen in Figure 5.21.  
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5.3.2.2 Loading rate effect 

The mechanical behaviour of CFRP is known to be loading-rate sensitive (Jiang et al. 

2006). Hence, it is important to understand the effect of loading rate on the failure 

mechanism of CFRP-steel joint systems. In this study, the MPM is used to study the 

loading rate effect on the ultimate load and failure mode of CFRP-steel systems with 

40,50,70 and 100mm bond lengths. The simulated loading rates are 2, 20 and 200 

mm/min.  

Figure 5.22 shows the load-deflection curves of the CFRP-steel system with 40 mm 

bond length under different loading rates. As can be seen from the figure, when the 

loading rate increases from 2mm/min to 20mm/min, the ultimate load increases by 

more than 35%. However , when the loading rate increases further to 200mm/min, no 

significant increase of the ultimate load is observed. Furthermore, the displacement at 

the ultimate strength has been nearly doubled as the loading speed increased from 

2mm/min to 20mm/min. The failure displacement increased the loading rate increased 

to 200mm/min to 3 times more than that of 2mm/min, due to the divergence part of 

the curve.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.22 Loading rate effect on the load-deflection curve of 40 mm bonding length 
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Figures 5.23 and 5.24 demonstrate the failure evolution of the 40mm bonding length 

under loading rates of 20mm/min and 200mm/min, respectively. It appears from Fig-

ures 5.13 and 5.22 that when the loading rate increases from 2mm/min to 20 mm/min, 

delamination occurs at a deeper position inside the combined CFRP/epoxy layer. If 

the loading rate increases further to 200mm/min, the failure becomes a rupture at the 

steel plate, as shown in Figure 5.23, rather than delamination in the combined 

CFRP/epoxy layer. As the loading rate increases, the stress redistribution across 

CFRP layers increases and becomes more effective. The stress distribution leads to 

more particles reaching optimum strength and displacement. This distribution clarifies 

the displacement increments as the loading rate increases. 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) t=0.9tfailure      (b) t=tfailure 

Figure 5.23. Deformed shape for 40mm bond length under 20mm/min 
loading speed at different times 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) t=0.9tfailure      (b) t=tfailure 

Figure 5.24. Deformed shape for 40mm bond length under 200mm/min loading speed 
at different times 
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As the bond length increase, the increasing effect of loading rate on ultimate strength 

decrease as shown in Figures 5.25-5.29. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.25. The effect of loading rate on the load-deflection curve of 50mm bonding 
length 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.26. The effect of loading rate on the load-deflection curve of 70mm bonding 

length 
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Figure 5.27. The effect of loading rate on the load-deflection curve of 80mm bonding 
length 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.28. The effect of loading rate on the load-deflection curve of 90mm bonding 

length 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.29. The effect of loading rate on the load-deflection curve of 100mm bond-
ing length 
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As the loading rate increases, the ultimate load increases with a continuous displace-

ment increment. The smaller loading rate, 2mm/min, still has smaller ultimate 

strength, but as the loading rate increases the ultimate load increases by a smaller per-

centage compared with the shorter bond length. For example: increasing the loading 

rate from 2mm/min to 20mm/min for the 40mm bond length increases the ultimate 

strength by 32%, but this percentage decreases to 18% and 8% for the 90mm and 

100mm bond lengths respectively. These results match the Hart-Smith concept well 

by reaching the optimum bonding length, where the ultimate strength stays constant 

even the bond length increases. Figure 5.30 shows the modified Hart-Smith model for 

different loading rates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.30 Loading rate effect on various bonding lengths 

 

Figure 5.30 clearly shows that for every bond length there is a loading rate which 

gives optimum strength. Beyond this rate, the optimum strength is not affected by the 

loading rate. This loading rate is around the 20mm/min for the modelled specimens.  
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5.4 MPM simulation of different epoxy specimens: 

MPM was used to simulate different types of epoxies used in CFRP-steel single lap 

shear specimens. The mechanical properties of Araldite-420 and Sikadur-30 were re-

ported in Chapter three. Table 5.3 illustrates the mechanical properties of the mod-

elled materials.  

 

Table 5.3 Mechanical properties of the materials of single lap shear specimens 

 

 

As reported in Table 5.3, the sonicated Araldite-420 material properties are similar to 

those of the hand-mixed Araldite-420. Therefore, only the sonication-mixed Araldite-

420 will be modelled. The CFRP-steel specimens’ dimensions match those reported in 

Chapter four. The simulated loading rate is 2mm/min, which is the same as that used 

in the experimental procedure. As mentioned in Section 5.3, the MPM simulation was 

simplified into a two-dimensional plane strain problem. The simulated specimen is 

divided into three different materials layers, namely, 12 mm thick steel layer, 0.5 mm 

thick epoxy layer, and 1.4 mm thick CFRP plate, as shown in Figure 5.31. The 

boundary conditions used in the MPM simulation are illustrated in Figure 5.31. 

 

 

 

 CFRP 
plate 

Steel 
plate

Araldite-420 
Hand mix 

Araldite-420 
sonication 

Sikadur-30 
Hand mix 

Sikadur-30 
sonication 

Elastic Mod-
ules (GPa) 208 186 1.87 1.86 13.48 9.29 

Yield Strength 
(MPa) 2750 320 15 15 13 15 

Plastic 
Strength (MPa) 2865 484 26.7 26.4 18.6 22.8 

Poisson Ratio 0.21 0.25 0.21 0.21 0.25 0.25 
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Figure 5.31 Schematic of Chapter four specimens modelled using the MPM. 

 

 

To ensure that there are at least two material point layers in each part along the thick-

ness direction, a mesh size of 0.05 mm high and 1 mm long is chosen to discretise the 

CFRP-steel joint system. A constant velocity of 2mm/min is applied to the right edge 

of the steel plate to simulate the displacement controlled loading in the experiment. 

The strain and stress are taken from a point at the surface of the CFRP-free edge.  

As mentioned before in Chapter Four, the hand-mixed specimens of Araldite-420 and 

Sikadur-30 were named CAH and CSH respectively. The sonicated-only Sikadur-30 

specimen will be named CSM. Figures 5.32 to 5.34 show the stress-strain diagrams 

for the simulation of different epoxy specimens compared to the experimental results. 
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Figure 5.32 MPM modelling compared with experimental results for sonicated-only 
mixed Araldite-420 specimens 

 

 

 

. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.33 MPM modelling compared with experimental results for hand-mixed Si-
kadur-30 specimens 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.34 MPM modelling compared with experimental results for sonication mixed 
Sikadur-30 specimens 
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These figures clearly show that the MPM simulation results, which are very consistent 

with the experimental results, demonstrate very ductile and nearly linearbehaviour up 

to failure. This behaviour is due to the ductile failure type that occurs all specimens.  

This failure is clearly modelled by the MPM and illustrated by Figures 5.35-5.37. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.35 MPM model failure shape (side view) and failure image(top view) for 
CAM specimens 
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Figure 5.36 MPM model failure shape (side view) and failure image(top view) for 
CSH specimens 
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Figure 5.37 MPM model failure shape (side view) and failure image(top view) for 
CSM specimens 

 
 

Figures 5.35-5.37 clearly show how the modelled failure shape has a similar failure 

type compared with the tested specimens: CFRP plate failure along bond length for 
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CAM and CAH specimens; failure at epoxy layer developing to CFRP plate failure 

when reaching the end of bond length for CSM and CSH specimens. 

Furthermore, the plane strains along the CFRP surface collected in experiments have 

been modelled by MPM. Figures 5.38-5.40 show the comparisons between MPM re-

sults and test data.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.38 Normal strain distribution in the CFRP plate surface for CAM specimens. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.39 Normal strain distribution in the CFRP plate surface for CSH specimens. 
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Figure 5.40 Normal strain distribution in the CFRP plate surface for CSM specimens. 

 

Figures 5.38-5.40 show a good agreement between the experimental and MPM-

modelled samples. 

 

5.5. Summary 

In this chapter, previously tested double lap and current single lap CFRP-steel sys-

tems under shear loading have been simulated using elasto-plasticity material models 

within the framework of the MPM. The effects of bond length, loading rate and dif-

ferent epoxy properties on the load carrying capacity and failure mode of the CFRP-

steel joint system have been investigated. The simulated load-deflection, stress-strain 

curves and normal strain distributions at the top of combined CFRP/epoxy layers and 

CFRP plates are consistent with the available experimental data.  

The simulation results show that if the bonding length is short enough, the develop-

ment of the failure mode of the CFRP-steel joint system will be a “clear” delamina-

tion without any rupture within the layer. As the bond length increases, the failure 

mode starts to become a mixed delamination and rupture within the combined 
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CFRP/epoxy layer. For a given CFRP-steel system there is an optimum loading rate at 

which the system allows the stress to evenly distribute along the bond length and re-

sult in a single clear delamination or a multiple layer delamination. If the loading rate 

is further increased, the failure will occur in the steel plate.  

From the parametric study on the effects of bond length and loading rate, it appears 

that the proposed model-based simulation procedure with the framework of the MPM 

is able to capture the essential failure mechanism of the CFRP-steel joint system un-

der shear loading.  
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Chapter Six 

Nanomaterial Enhanced CFRP-steel systems: Bond-Slip 

Models 

 

6.1 Introduction 

In common engineering practice, the numerical modelling approach is considered as 

numerical laboratories tests. The efficiency and accuracy of these tests depend on the 

suitable modelling of the material properties fed in, and the numerical approach to 

simulate the failure nature. 

The Finite Element Method (FEM) is a mesh-based method and may have difficulties 

in modelling the transition from the continuous to discontinuous failure mode 

involved in the process of CFRP delamination from steel plate. Therefore, the 

Material Point Method (MPM), which is one of the meshless methods that do not 

employ fixed mesh connectivity, is adopted to model the discontinuous failure of 

CFRP-steel bond.   

The main difference between the FEM and the MPM in modelling delamination 

failure is that there is no fixed mesh connectivity involved in the MPM. Therefore, 

complete decohesion or separation would occur if the material strength is totally or 

nearly lost. In other words, a material point would be separated from the original 

continuum body (which may occur in experiments) if there is no internal interaction 

between the fully failed point with zero or near zero strength and the body with non-

zero strength.  
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It is worth noting that in most of the previous numerical simulations, an elastic-

perfectly plastic scheme was used for the epoxy. In the present research, an elasto-

plastic model with a linear hardening and softening law is implemented in the MPM 

to simulate the CFRP and adhesive epoxy layers. 

In this chapter, in order to gain further understanding of the debonding behaviour of 

single strap joints, MPM is used to simulate the nanomaterial-enhanced CFRP-steel 

system tested in Chapter Four. Stress-strain relationships and strain distribution along 

the CFRP bond length have been compared between experimental and MPM results. 

A bond slip model has been developed, based on experimental results for nano-

particle-enhanced CFRP-steel joints and an optimum percentage of nanoparticles have 

been found for maximum shear bond strength. 

 

6.2 MPM simulation of nanomaterial-enhanced specimens 

The tested specimens from Chapter Four have been modelled using MPM. The 

simulation process followed the same procedure detailed in Section 5.4. The naming 

scheme for the modelled specimens follows the naming scheme applied in Chapter 

Four and summarized in Figure 4.2. The tested specimens have the same joint 

geometrical properties as those reported in Figure 4.1,the only difference being the 

epoxy properties. The mechanical properties for the steel and CFRP used in the 

experimental tests have been reported in Chapter Three and summarized in Table 5.3. 

The material properties for the different epoxies used in the tests reported in Chapter 

Four and modelled by MPM have been reported in Chapter Three and are summarized 

in Table 6.1 below. 
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Due to the large number of specimens modelled, only the CAS1,CAC2, CSS1 and 

CSC2 specimens have been reported in this chapter. 

 

Table 6.1 Mechanical properties for tested epoxy used in MPM simulation 

 

The remaining sample simulation results are reported in Appendix A. The stress-strain 

curves and the strain distribution at the top of the CFRP plate along the bonding 

length have been compared from experimental results and MPM. Figures 6.1-6.4 

compare the simulated and tested stress strain diagrams and strain distributions of 

CAS1 and CAC2 specimens. 

 

 Elastic Modules 
(GPa) 

Yield Strength 
(MPa) 

Plastic Strength 
(MPa) Poisson Ratio 

CAC1 2.1 20 27.9 0.21 

CAC2 2.13 21 30.9 0.21 

CAC3 1.92 15 27.2 0.21 

CAS1 1.93 17 27.9 0.21 

CAS2 1.77 15 23.5 0.21 

CAS3 1.85 14 25.9 0.21 

CSC1 12.37 13 23.5 0.25 

CSC2 10.84 12 17.7 0.25 

CSS1 11.63 16 25.9 0.25 

CSS2 10.56 11 16.4 0.25 

CSS3 11.39 9 17.4 0.25 
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Figure 6.1 MPM specimens compared with experimental results for Araldite+1%SiC 

samples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2 MPM-experimental strain distribution on CFRP surface along bonding 

length for CFRP-Araldite+1%SiC 
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Figure 6.3 MPM specimens compared with experimental results for 

Araldite+2%MWCNT samples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.4 MPM-experimental strain distribution on CFRP surface along bonding 

length for CFRP-Araldite+2%MWCNT 

 

Figures 6.1-6.4 show good agreement between the simulation results and the 

experimental data. The behaviour of the modelled specimens is ductile and nearly 

linear. This behaviour is due to the nature of the failure that occurs suddenly in the 
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experiments. The strain distribution curve starts with small slop until it reaches the 

first 10mm from the steel joint. This straightness is due to the constancy of the strain 

recorded for the free CFRP plate and its effect is passed beyond the steel joint. 

Figures 6.5-6.8 compare the simulated and tested stress-strain diagrams and strain 

distributions of CSS1 and CSC2 specimens.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.5 MPM specimens compared with experimental results for Sikadur-
30+1%SiC samples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.6 Compared MPM-experimental strain distribution on CFRP surface along 
bonding length for CFRP-Sikadur-30 +1%SiC 
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Figure 6.7 MPM specimens compared with experimental results for Sikadur-
30+2%MWCNT samples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.8 Compared MPM-experimental strain distribution on CFRP surface along 
bonding length for CFRP-Sikadur-30 +2%MWCNT 

 

Figures 6.5-6.8 show a small and acceptable difference between the simulated and 

experimental data. 
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The good agreement between the MPM simulated specimens and the experimental 

data encouraged the simulation of specimens with the epoxy properties tested in 

Chapter Three and were not tested in Chapter Four. The ASO epoxy series specimens 

(Araldite-420 mixed with 1%, 2% and 3% SiC then oven-vacuumed) have been tested 

in the epoxy testing campaign but not used to build  CFRP-steel samples. Therefore, 

the same dimensions and material properties for steel and CFRP plates used in 

previous simulations will be used, albeit with changes of the material properties of the 

joining adhesive to the material properties of the ASO properties from Chapter Three. 

Table 6.2 summarizes the material properties for ASO specimens. 

Table 6.2 Mechanical properties of ASO epoxy 

 

Note that the letter ‘C’ has been added to the beginning of the epoxy names to 

differentiate them from the epoxy specimens. 

Figures 6.9-6.11 show the stress-strain diagrams for CASO simulated specimens 

compared with the non-oven vacuumed specimens (CAS). 

 

 

 

 Elastic Modules 
(GPa) 

Yield Strength 
(MPa) 

Plastic Strength 
(MPa) 

Poisson 
Ratio 

CASO1 2.75 16 28.9 0.21 

CASO2 2.06 17 24.3 0.21 

CASO3 2.27 14 27.7 0.21 
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Figure 6.9 MPM specimens of oven-vacuumed specimens compared with 
experimental and MPM results of Araldite-420 +1%SiC 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.10 MPM specimens of oven-vacuumed specimens compared with 
experimental and MPM results of Araldite-420 +2%SiC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.11 MPM specimens of oven-vacuumed specimens compared with 
experimental and MPM results of Araldite-420 +3%SiC 
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As expected, due to the increment in ultimate strength and the elastic modulus, 

ultimate stress and strength have increased compared with the non-vacuumed epoxy 

specimens. This increment is clearly shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.11, but unmistakably 

in Figure 6.10, where the failure stress level has been nearly doubled compared with 

the non-vacuumed data.  

 

6.3 Bond slip model for nanomaterial-enhanced specimens 

The bond strength of CFRP-concrete or steel systems is defined by the ultimate 

strength extracted from tested specimens divided by the interfacial area. Bond 

strength is usually used to conclude bond performance. However, such an approach is 

valid only under specific geometric conditions.  

This section reports on the study of the local bond-slip relationship expanded from the 

experiments reported in Chapter Four.  

The calculated strain distributions, measured by strain gauges and a photogrammetry 

system, for different nanoparticle percentages and types of enhanced adhesives, are 

used to quantify shear stress and slip. Based on the results, a bilinear bond-slip model 

is adopted in this section. 

 

6.3.1 Shear stress distribution 

To create the bond-slip relationship, it is essential to calculate shear stress distribution 

along the bond length. Lap-shear stress values were extracted analytically by 

integrating the measured strain distribution along the CFRP length. The major 

concern in determining shear stress from axial strains of the CFRP-concrete system is 
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that the axial strains measured on thin CFRP plate generally show violent variations 

due to the discrete nature of the concrete cracks and the heterogeneity of concrete (Lu 

et al., 2005). However, this may not be the case in the CFRP-bonded steel system. It 

has been demonstrated in Xia and Teng, (2005) and Fawzia (2007 ) that a bilinear 

model similar to that for concrete, could be adopted for the CFRP-bonded steel 

system. 

In the present analytic study, the data from strain gauges represent the average shear 

stresses at each 20 mm along the bond length (i.e. strain gauge intervals = 20 mm).  

The strain calculated from the photogrammatry system shows the exact strain at each 

specified point. To use these data at the same calculation scheme, the average strain 

along 10 mm from the bond length is calculated, and used to determine the shear 

stress. 

The average bond stress between two adjacent readings from strain gauges and 

photogrammatry readings can be calculated by dividing the force difference by the 

bond area between those readings (per unit width of the bond), according to the 

following equation: 

( )
L

tE fififf

Δ

−
= + ,1, εε

τ
 

 (6.1) 

where Ef and tf are the CFRP elastic modulus and thickness, respectively; εf,i+1and εf,i 

are the CFRP axial strains at two consecutive locations starting from x = ℓ reading; 

and ΔL is the distance between the consecutive strain readings (i.e. 20 mm for strain 

gages , and 10 mm for photogrammatry readings). 
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The shear stress calculation process is governed by certain assumptions to reduce 

affecting factors: 

1. The measured strains at the surface were close to the average CFRP strains 

between the selected points.  

2. Normal and shear strain variations across the CFRP thickness were ignored 

in describing the global behaviour of the bond.  

3. Due to the difficulty of measuring the strain at the end of bonding length, 

the strain values were assumed to be zero at bond length end.  

The calculated shear stress distributions along the distance away from the steel edge 

are shown in Figures 6.12 to 6.17. These figures show the shear distribution along 

bond length for CAH,CSM,CAS1,CAC2,CSS1 and CSC2 respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.12 Shear stress distribution along CFRP bond length of Araldite-420 hand- 
mixed specimen 
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Figure 6.13 Shear stress distribution along CFRP bond length of Sikadur-30 
sonicated-mixed specimen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.14 Shear stress distribution along CFRP bond length of Araldite-420+ 
1%SiC specimen 
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Figure 6.15 Shear stress distribution along CFRP bond length of Araldite-420+ 
2%MWCNT specimen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.16 Shear stress distribution along CFRP bond length of Sikadur-30+ 1%SiC 
specimen 
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Figure 6.17 Shear stress distribution along CFRP bond length of Sikadur-30+ 
2%MWCNT specimen 

 

At a low load level, the shear stress is the largest near the steel edge, then gradually 

reduces to zero towards the unloaded plate end. As the load level increases, the shear 

stress at the loaded end starts to reduce. When the shear stress at the steel edge 

reduces to zero or near zero level, the ultimate load of the specimen reaches 

debonding then propagates towards the free end. 

 

6.3.2 Bond slip model 

For CFRP joints that fail by debonding in the adhesive layer, the bond-slip curves can 

be very closely approximated by a bi-linear model. According to this model, the shear 

stress increases linearly with the interfacial slip until it reaches the peak stress, τf at 

which the value of the slip is known as initial slip, δ1 . Micro-cracking then starts, 

with the shear stress reducing linearly with the interfacial slip. The shear stress 
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reduces to zero when the slip exceeds maximum slip ,δf signifying the debonding of a 

local bond element. Figure 6.18 shows a schematic view for a simple bi-linear bond-

slip model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.18 Bilinear bond-slip model approximation (Xia and Teng, 2005) 

While researchers have focused on bond-slip relationships for CFRP sheet/plate 

bonded to concrete joints(Chen and Teng,2001; Teng et al.,2002; Lee,2003; Yuan et 

al.,2004; Lu et al.,2005; Pham and Al-Mahaidi,2007 among others), research on 

CFRP sheet/plate to steel bonded joints is limited. The pioneering work of Xia and 

Teng (2005), which reported results of CFRP plate to steel bonded joints, suggests 

that the bilinear bond slip model can be used in CFRP-steel single lap joints. Fawzia 

(2007) studied the effect of bond lengths, adhesive maximum strain and adhesive 

thicknesses on the bond-slip relationship for CFRP sheets-double lap shear samples of 

steel plates and hollow tubes.  

An example of the bond-slip relationship is shown in Figure 6.19 for the CFRP-

concrete system, together with an example for the CFRP-steel system. The shear 
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strength in CFRP-steel system is clearly larger than that of the CFRP-concrete system, 

with a small difference in slip amount. 
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Figure 6.19 Comparison of the bond-slip model between CFRP strengthened concrete 
structure, Lu et al (2005) and steel structure, Xia and Teng (2005) 

 

6.3.3 Bond-slip relationship 

The local slip in CFRP is simplified as the relative displacement between the CFRP 

sheet and the steel plate. Local slips were calculated by integrating measured strain 

distribution along the bond length. 

To obtain the shear stress-slip curve, the calculated shear stresses and slips should be 

combined. The local shear stress slip relationship is reasonably consistent between 

different locations on the same specimen (Xia and Teng,2005). Therefore, the model 

presented here shows maximum shear stress slip relationships from different locations 

on the same specimen. 
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The average slip values of the CFRP laminate at any load increment during the 

loading process can be calculated as the incremental sum of the CFRP’s extension as 

follows: 

1
,1,

2 −
+ +Δ
+

= i
ifif

i SLS
εε

 
               (6.2) 

The same assumptions made for Equation 6.1 in the preceding section is valid for 

Equation 6.2. 

The plots of the average lap-shear stress versus the average slip at different 

nanoparticle percentages and types for the CFRP-steel specimens are presented in 

Figures 6.20 to 6.23.  

For all these figures, the bond-slip curves are calculated from the closest distance to 

the steel edge along the effective bond length (i.e. x = 5 mm), which may reflect a 

meaningful trend for lap-shear stress versus slip for the current bond configurations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.20 Effects of MWCNT percentages on bond-slip relationship of Araldite-420 
specimens 
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Figure 6.21 Effects of SiC percentages on bond-slip relationship of Araldite-420 
specimens 

 

For Araldite-420 specimens, the bond-slip relationship shows higher bond strength as 

the MWCNT is added, and increases the bond strength for 2 and 3% of MWCNT and 

increases the slip for 1%, compared with hand mixed specimens. 

When SiC is added, 1%,2% and 3% of SiC do not improve the bonding strength nor 

the slip amount. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.22 Effects of SiC percentages on bond-slip relationship of Sikadur-30 
specimens 
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Figure 6.23 Effects of MWCNT percentages on bond-slip relationship of Sikadur-30 
specimens 

When the MWCNT percentages mixed with Sikadur-30 were increased, bond strength 

increased for both 1% and 2% without any change in the slip amount. 

The same pattern was repeated for SiC enhanced Sikadur-30: the results showed 

increment in bond strength and small changes in slip amount. 

Figures 6.24 and 6.25 show the effect of adding different percentages of nanoparticles 

with different epoxies on bonding strength. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.24 Effects of different nanoparticle types and percentages on bond strength 
of Araldite-420 specimens 
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Figure 6.25 Effects of different nanoparticle types and percentages on bond strength 
of  Sikadur-30 specimens 

 

Figures 6.20,6.21 and 6.24 clearly show that sonication increases bonding strength by 

less than 10%. 2% of MWCNT added to Araldite-420 gives the optimum bonding 

shear strength for this configuration, followed by 2% then 1% of MWCNT. SiC had a 

negative effect on the bonding shear strength. 

The nano-additives have, in general, a positive effect on shear bonding strength when 

mixed with Sikadur-30, as shown in Figures 6.22,6.23 and 6.25. 

 

6.4 Summary 

In this chapter, the tested specimens in Chapter Four have been modelled using MPM 

and the material properties from Chapter Three. Stress-strain curves and strain 

distributions along bond length have been compared between MPM and experimental 

results. The consistency of the modelled and tested results encouraged the modelling 
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of untested CFRP-steel specimens based on the material properties from Chapter 

Three.  

The collected strain data from the series of experiments have been used to construct 

shear stress distribution along bond length and to build a bond-slip model. 2% 

MWCNT is the optimum weight percentage producing maximum shear bond strength 

for Araldite-420 specimens. 
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Chapter Seven 

Conclusions and Future Work 

 

7.1 Research summary  

This thesis has addressed the effects of adding 1%, 2% and 3% of MWCNT and SiC nano-

powder to two structural adhesives using the ultrasonication mixing method. These enhanced 

epoxies were used to bond CFRP and steel plates by a single lap joint.  

The research has investigated issues relating to material properties, optimum nano-particle 

percentages, load-carrying capacity, strain and stress distribution, models for different loading 

rates, bonding length and bond-slip relationships.   

The fallowing is summary for this thesis: 

• Many types of nano-particles can be added to enhance epoxy behaviour. 

• The effects of adding small amounts of nano-particles varies from positive to negative on 

strength and Tg, depending on the agglomeration and distribution status. 

• Slight differences in the length, diameter and purity of mixed MWCNT have a negligible 

effect on CFRP-steel joint strength. 
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• The distribution of nano-particles can be done by many mixing methods. The ultrasonic 

mixing method is adopted for the purposes of the present study owing to its simplicity 

and efficacy. 

• Probe sonication is not only an efficient method to infuse MWCNT and SiC 

powder into the chosen epoxies, as indicated directly by SEM and indirectly by 

the tan∆ curve shapes, but also increases epoxy homogeneity. 

• The comparisons of the strain distribution obtained by measurements by  gauges and  the 

photogrammetry system show that the latter technique not only can complement, but also 

replace traditional measurement techniques. 

• To understand the CFRP-steel joint behaviour, an active model is needed focusing on the 

epoxy. The key factors for such a model are the bond-slip relationship and strength of 

joint.  

• The tested CFRP-steel joint have been modelled using MPM and the material 

properties from materials coupon tests. Stress-strain curves and strain 

distributions along bond length have been compared between MPM and 

experimental results. The consistency of the modelled and tested results 

encouraged the modelling of untested CFRP-steel specimens based on the 

material properties from Chapter Three.  

• The effects of bond length, loading rate and different epoxy properties on the load 

carrying capacity and failure mode of the CFRP-steel joint system have been 

investigated. The simulated load-deflection, stress-strain curves and normal strain 

distributions at the top of combined CFRP/epoxy layers and CFRP plates are 

consistent with the available experimental data. 
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• From the parametric study on the effects of bond length and loading rate, it 

appears that the proposed model-based simulation procedure with the framework 

of the MPM is able to capture the essential failure mechanism of the CFRP-steel 

joint system under shear loading. 

• For a given CFRP-steel system there is an optimum loading rate at which the 

system allows the stress to evenly distribute along the bond length and result in a 

single clear delamination or a multiple layer delamination. If the loading rate is 

further increased, the failure will occur in the steel plate.  

• The collected strain data from the series of experiments have been used to 

construct shear stress distribution along bond length and to build a bond-slip 

model.   

 

7.2 Conclusions  

This thesis has proposed a method for the enhancement of adhesives used to attach CFRP and 

steel by adding nano-particles at different percentages and of different types. The behaviour of 

CFRP-steel joints through different loading times has been characterised using numerical 

analysis.  

The findings of this thesis may form the basis for future nano-particle-enhanced epoxies for use 

in CFRP-strengthened steel structures. The main observations and conclusions are as follows: 
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• Ultrasonication is an effective method for the infusion of MWCNT and SiC into Araldite-

420 and Sikadur-30 under the conditions provided in Chapter Three. 

• Ultrasonication has a negligible effect on pure Araldite-420 properties and a considerable 

effect on pure Sikadur-30 properties. 

• Vacuuming after sonication reduces the number of micro-bubbles inside Araldite-420, 

but  does not remove all these bubbles. 

• 2%wt is the optimum percentage of MWCNT infused in Araldite-420, which gives the 

ultimate strength and elastic modulus. 

• Less than 2% wt MWCNT is insufficient to reinforce Araldite-420, and if the weight 

percentages are increased by more than 2%, MWCNT begins to agglomerate and start to 

work as impurities. 

• Adding SiC has a small and even negative effect on Araldite-420’s strength and elastic 

modulus due to the large number of bubbles created through the mixing process. If the 

epoxy is vacuumed, the elastic modulus is increased by 47% when 1wt% SiC is used. 

• Due to its cement-like texture and relatively high degree of impurity in Sikadur-30, the 

application of ultrasonication to the pure epoxy increases its homogeneity, which leads to 

higher strength. Adding nano-particles (MWCNT or SiC nano-powder) does not affect 

the strength or elastic modulus. All the increment is due to the increment in homogeneity 

caused by ultra-sonication  rather than the nano-particles. The nano-particles work as 

impurities and re-agglomerate with Sikadur-30 particles. 

• The glass transition temperature is not affected by mixing methods, different types, or 

percentages of nano-particles for both Araldite-420 and Sikadur-30. 

• The proposed single lap joint works to transfer the stress effectively from the CFRP plate 

to the steel through the epoxy layer without creating unwanted moment across the CFRP 

plate thickness. 
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• The close correlation between the results of the photogrammetry and conventional strain 

gauges indicates the robustness and accuracy of the photogrammetry technique. A non-

contact strain measurement technique using photogrammetry could successfully replace 

traditional strain measurement techniques. 

• The failure modes achieved for single lap joint, vary from adhesive layer failure to 

delamination of CFRP plate, depending on the enhanced adhesive’s properties.  

• The strain along the bond length decreases from the loaded end to the end of the CFRP 

attached to the steel plate. 

• The shear stress decreases from the loaded edge away from the free steel edge. At the 

ultimate state, the shear stress becomes zero at the joint location and the peak shear stress 

is located away from the free edge of the steel.  

• The behaviour of the joint through the loading process, and ultimate strength and strain 

distribution along the bond length are effectively simulated by the MPM numerical 

model.  

• The failure shapes for single and double lap joints are successfully modelled using MPM. 

• The parametric study was conducted to find the influence of different CFRP bond lengths 

and loading rates. It is assumed that the ultimate strength increases as the bond length 

increases until it reaches a certain value, after which no increase in the bond length 

affects the ultimate strength. Similarly, as the loading rate increases, the ultimate strength 

increases until it reaches a certain rate, after which increasing the rate does not affect the 

ultimate strength.  

• The simulation results show that if the bonding length is short enough, the development 

of the failure mode of the CFRP-steel joint system will be a “clear” delamination without 

any rupture within the layer. As the bond length increases, the failure mode starts to 

become a mixed delamination and rupture within the combined CFRP/epoxy layer.  
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7.3 Future research 

Research is needed on the effects of different types (i.e. carbon nano-fibres and nano-clay) 

and percentages of nano-particles on the ultimate strength and strain of CFRP-steel joints. 

• To complete the research program, CFRP sheets prepared using nano-particle- enhanced 

epoxy will clarify the effect of nano-particles in the composite matrix. 

• This research specifically investigated single lap joints under tension. Research can 

therefore be conducted using different joint configurations. 

• Research is needed to study the effect of cyclic loading on CFRP-steel joints bonded by 

nano-particle-enhanced adhesive. 

• Research is required to validate the loading rate effect on different CFRP-steel 

configurations. Enhancement in bonding strength through different loading rates is 

predicted when nano-particles are added to the attaching adhesive. 

• Research is also necessary on the effects of loading under various short- term 

environmental effects (i.e. various temperature and humidity ranges) using nano-particle-

enhanced adhesive joints.  

• Research is needed to identify the effects of such adhesives on durability (i.e. long 

exposure periods) under extreme environmental conditions. 
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 (a)CFRP-Araldite mechanical mix   (b)CFRP-Sikadur hand mix 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(c) CFRP-Sikadur mechanical mix 
 

Figure A-1 MPM specimens compared with experimental results for hand and 
sonicated pure mixed epoxies. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) CFRP-Araldite+1% MWCNT  (b) CFRP-Araldite+2% MWCNT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(c)CFRP-Araldite+3% MWCNT 
 

Figure A-2 MPM specimens compared with experimental results for Araldite-
MWCNT samples 
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                  (a) CFRP-Araldite+1% SiC  (b) CFRP-Araldite+2% SiC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(c) CFRP-Araldite+3% SiC    
 

Figure A-3 MPM specimens compared with experimental results for Araldite-SiC 
samples 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) CFRP-Sikadur+1% MWCNT   (b) CFRP-Sikadur+2% MWCNT 

 
Figure A-4 MPM specimens compared with experimental results for Sikadur-

MWCNT samples 
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(a) CFRP-Sikadur+1% SiC   (b) CFRP-Sikadur+2% SiC  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(c) CFRP-Sikadur+3% SiC 
 

Figure A-5  MPM specimens compared with experimental results for Sikadur-SiC 
samples 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A-6 MPM-experimental strain distribution on CFRP surface along bonding 
length for CFRP-mechanical mixed Araldite 
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Figure A-7 Shear stress distribution along CFRP bond length of Araldite-420 
sonication mixed specimen 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A-8  Bond-slip plot of Araldite-420 sonication mixed specimen 
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Figure A-9 MPM-experimental strain distribution on CFRP surface along bonding 
length for CFRP-hand mixed Sikadur 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A-10 Shear stress distribution along CFRP bond length of hand mixed Sikadur 

specimen 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A-11  Bond-slip plot of hand mixed Sikadur specimen 
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Figure A-12 Compared MPM-experimental strain distribution on CFRP surface along 

bonding length for CFRP-Araldite+1%MWCNT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A-13 Shear stress distribution along CFRP bond length of 
Araldite+1%MWCNT specimen 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure A-14  Bond-slip plot of Araldite+1%MWCNT specimen 
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Figure A-15 Compared MPM-experimental strain distribution on CFRP surface along 

bonding length for CFRP-Araldite+3%MWCNT 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A-16 Shear stress distribution along CFRP bond length of 
Araldite+3%MWCNT specimen 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure A-17  Bond-slip plot of Araldite+3%MWCNT specimen 
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Figure A-18 Compared MPM-experimental strain distribution on CFRP surface along 
bonding length for CFRP-Araldite+2%SiC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A-19 Shear stress distribution along CFRP bond length of Araldite++2%SiC 
specimen 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A-20  Bond-slip plot of Araldite+2%SiC specimen 
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Figure A-21 MPM-experimental strain distribution on CFRP surface along bonding 
length for CFRP-Araldite+3%SiC 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure A-22 Shear stress distribution along CFRP bond length of Araldite+3%SiC 
specimen 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A-23  Bond-slip plot of Araldite+3%SiC specimen 
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Figure A-24  MPM-experimental strain distribution on CFRP surface along bonding 

length for CFRP-Sikadur+2%MWCNT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A-25 Shear stress distribution along CFRP bond length of 
Sikadur+2%MWCNT specimen 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A-26 Bond-slip plot of Sikadur+2%MWCNT specimen 
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Figure A-27 Compared MPM-experimental strain distribution on CFRP surface along 

bonding length for CFRP-Sikadur+2%SiC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A-28 Shear stress distribution along CFRP bond length of Sikadur+2%SiC 
specimen 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A-29 Bond-slip plot of Sikadur+2%SiC specimen 
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Figure A-30 Compared MPM-experimental strain distribution on CFRP surface along 

bonding length for CFRP-Sikadur+3%SiC 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A-31 Shear stress distribution along CFRP bond length of Sikadur+3%SiC 
specimen 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A-32 Bond-slip plot of Sikadur+3%SiC specimen  




